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(57) ABSTRACT 
Systems and methods that incorporate nanostructures into 
microdevices are discussed herein. These systems and meth-
ods can allow for standard microfabrication techniques to be 
extended to the field of nanotechnology. Sensors incorporat-
ing nanostructures can be fabricated as described herein, and 
can be used to reliably detect a range of gases with high 
response. 
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PROCESSING OF NANOSTRUCTURED 	 tion (or replenishment) with corresponding infinite or near- 
DEVICES USING MICROFABRICATION 	 zero resistance, respectively. Thus, the potential advantages 
TECHNIQUES 	 of nanostructures for sensor applications are clear. 
However, despite the apparent advantages of nanostruc- 
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
	
5 tures in a wide variety of applications, including sensor appli- 
APPLICATIONS 	 cations, significant challenges remain to widespread applica- 
tion. When creating sensor structures using nanostructures, 
	
This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional 	 one recognized challenge is integration of the nanostructures 
	
Patent application Ser. No. 61/308,438 entitled "SYNTHE- 	 in a time efficient, cost effective manner. When using nano- 
SIS METHODS, MICROSCOPY CHARACTERIZATION 10 structures as the sensing device, no matter how well the 
	
AND DEVICE INTEGRATION OF NANOSCALE METAL 	 material performs as a sensor, if the ability to implement it 
	
OXIDE SEMICONDUCTORS FOR GAS SENSING IN 
	 into a sensor structure is limited, the sensing applicability will 
	
AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS" and filed Feb. 26, 2010. 	 be limited as well. 
	
The entirety of the above-noted application is incorporated by 	 Concurrent control of micro- and nanotechnology is nec- 
reference herein. 	 15 essary in order to achieve reliable interfaces with nanostruc- 
tures. Currently nanostructures (e.g., carbon nanotubes) are 
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 	 often deposited onto materials primarily by adding them to a 
suspension, then applying the suspension in a thin film. The 
The invention described herein was made by employees of resulting sensor structure is random and uncontrolled, resem-
the United States Government and may be manufactured and 20 bling straw dropped on the floor rather than a reproducibly 
used by or for the Government for Government purposes processed material. The contacts to the sensing nanostructure 
without the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 	 are poorly defined and not reproducible. 
Different approaches have been developed in an attempt to 
BACKGROUND 	 address these issues. One approach has included attempting 
25 to align nanostructures with atomic force microscopes or 
	
Nanotechnology is a field of study related to materials on 	 laser tweezers. However, this is a labor intensive approach 
	
an atomic or molecular scale. Typically size ranges involved 	 and cannot be used for mass fabrication. Other work has 
	
are on the scale of from approximately 1 nanometer (1 mu) to 	 involved using hydrodynamics or other methods such as tra- 
	
distances on the order of 400 nm or less. Nanotechnology has 	 ditional dielectrophoresis to align nanostructures on an exist- 
potential applications in a wide range of areas, including 30 ing microplatform. These techniques are performed separate 
	
medicine, electronics, biomaterials, and energy production. 	 from the standard microfabrication processing, and also 
	
One area of potential application for nanotechnology is in 	 present significant challenges to mass fabrication. 
	
connection with chemical sensors. Metal oxide semiconduc- 	 In still other cases, through random alignment, nanostruc- 
	
tors (MOSS) (such as semiconducting tin oxide) have been 	 tures have been buried under metallic contacts on micro struc- 
used as chemical sensors for a number of years and have been 35 tures. More recent work has involved E-Beam processing 
	
shown to respond to relevant chemical species such as oxygen 	 with nanodimensioned linewidth. Again, the use of these 
	
(Oz), carbon monoxide (CO), ethanol (C zHsOH), mono-ni- 	 techniques are outside of standard microfabrication tech- 
	
trogen oxides (NO,), C 3 H6, and Hz . Applications of chemical 	 niques. Other techniques, including use of the Langmuir- 
	
sensors include environmental monitoring, automotive appli- 	 Blodgett method or a deposition technique known as Super- 
cations, fire detection, and aerospace vehicles. High surface 40 lattice Nanowire Pattern Transfer (SNAP) have also been 
	
area and controlled structure are the aspects particularly rel- 	 suggested to align nanostructures, but have yet to be com- 
	
evant to sensors. Surface area is critical to gas adsorption. 	 bined with non high-resolution microfabrication techniques. 
	
Correspondingly, high surface area translates into high sen- 	 A common aspect of all previously known fabrication 
	
sitivity because the depletion layer becomes a significant 	 methods is that they do not involve standard microprocessing 
fraction of the particle with decreasing particle size. Con-  45 techniques involving over a micron in linewidth of resolution 
	
trolled structure provides the reactive sites for adsorption and 	 to align and form microsensors using nanostructures. Thus, 
	
their modulation of the overall conductance. Relative to 	 the use of standard silicon processing techniques including 
	
micronsized grains, powders, layers, or films, nanostructures 	 batch processing have not been applied to nanotechnology. 
can offer 10 to 100-fold increases in each parameter. Addi- 
	
tionally, nanostructures are more stable and less likely to 	 50 	 SUMMARY 
sinter, thus they can yield a more stable sensor. 
	
Moreover, nanostructures often possess unusual reactivi- 	 The following presents a simplified summary of the inno- 
	
ties due to size and surface structure, reflecting defects, inter- 	 vation in order to provide a basic understanding of some 
	
stitial atoms, and incomplete bonding. Such activity can fur- 	 aspects of the innovation. This summary is not an extensive 
ther enhance sensitivity and lower temperature operation. 55 overview of the innovation. It is not intended to identify 
	
Operation at lower temperature can save power, and also 	 key/critical elements of the innovation or to delineate the 
	
extend operating lifetime and maintain reproducibility by 	 scope of the innovation. Its sole purpose is to present some 
	
preventing grain growth by sintering. Finally, lower tempera- 	 concepts of the innovation in a simplified form as a prelude to 
	
ture combined with structure control can advantageously 	 the more detailed description that is presented later. 
yield selectivity. 	 60 	 The innovation disclosed and claimed herein, in one aspect 
	
Therefore, the use of nanostructures (e.g., nanotubes or 	 thereof, comprises systems and methods that introduce stan- 
	
nanorods) can decrease particle growth while, given the 	 dard microfabrication techniques to the field of nanotechnol- 
	
increased number of chemically sensitive particle bound- 	 ogy. 
	
aries, improving sensor sensitivity, stability, and response 	 In one embodiment, the subject innovation comprises a 
time. Moreover, carrier depletion (or replenishment) through-  65 method of creating a microstructure incorporating a nano- 
	
out the "bulk" nanostructure can expand the sensor dynamic 	 technology. The method can include forming a pattern of 
	
range by the virtue of adsorbates leading to full charge deple- 	 bottom electrodes on a substrate of the microstructure. One or 
US 8,877,636 B1 
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more regions of the pattern of bottom electrodes can have a 
relatively high electric field gradient. Additionally, the 
method can include applying a suspension of nanostructures 
in a photoresist to the microstructure. In aspects, the method 
can also include performing dielectrophoresis on the suspen-
sion of nanostructures in the photoresists to create at least one 
aligned nanonstructure. 
In other aspects, the subject innovation can comprise a 
device, for example, a chemiresistor or other chemical sensor, 
a transistor, a Schottky diode, or thermal device. The sensor 
(or other device) can comprise a plurality of bottom elec-
trodes that are arranged in a pattern that creates one or more 
regions with a high electric field gradient In addition, the 
sensor (or other device) can also include one or more aligned 
nanostructures that bridge opposing electrodes of the plural-
ity of bottom electrodes. Top electrodes can also be included, 
and can be situated over at least a portion of the aligned 
nanostructures. 
Systems and methods of the subject innovation have many 
possible applications, including emissions monitoring, leak 
detection, engine monitoring, security, fire detection, extra-
vehicular-activity (EVA) applications, personal health moni-
toring, and environmental monitoring. Because this process 
is compatible with low temperatures and thin-film supports, it 
can be used in thin films for conductive coatings requiring 
electrical connections. 
To accomplish the foregoing and related ends, certain illus-
trative aspects of the innovation are described herein in con-
nection with the following description and the annexed draw-
ings. These aspects are indicative, however, of but a few of the 
various ways in which the principles of the innovation can be 
employed and the subject innovation is intended to include all 
such aspects and their equivalents. Other advantages and 
novel features of the innovation will become apparent from 
the following detailed description of the innovation when 
considered in conjunction with the drawings. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 illustrates a method of fabricating a device incor-
porating a nanostructure in accordance with an embodiment 
of the subject innovation. 
FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic of a chemiresistor sensor in 
accordance with aspects of the subject innovation. 
FIG. 3 shows scanning electron microscope images of a 
sensor fabricated using a method of the subject innovation. 
FIG. 4 depicts two graphs illustrating the response to NO, 
of an example SnO2 sensor fabricated according to aspects of 
the subject innovation. 
FIG. 5 shows Scanning Electron Micrographs (SEM) of 
sawtooth interdigitated finger patterns with multiwalled car-
bon nanotubes (MWCNT) bridging the electrodes. 
FIG. 6 contains SEMs showing carbon nanotubes depos-
ited on a substrate by a prior art method of dispersing them in 
a suspension and depositing the suspension on a substrate. 
FIG. 7 shows a sampling of data obtained from energy 
dispersive spectroscopy by X-ray (EDS) to verify the chemi-
cal composition of each component of the structure in FIG. 5. 
FIG. 8 illustrates structural differences between a single-
crystal nanowire and a polycrystalline nanofiber. 
FIG. 9 illustrates a high-temperature furnace capable of 
synthesizing metal oxide and other semiconductors. 
FIG. 10 illustrates an experimental setup useable to form 
nanostructures by means of electro spinning. 
FIG. 11 illustrates SEM images of single-crystal SnO 2 
nanowires obtained by the VLS mechanism and the VS 
mechanism. 
4 
FIG. 12 shows high-resolution transmission electron 
microscopy (HRTEM) images illustrating the above differ-
ences for the SnO 2 nanowires formed via the VLS mechanism 
and the VS mechanism. 
5 	 FIG. 13 shows single-crystal ZnO nanowires in low reso- 
lution and high resolution. 
FIG. 14 illustrates TiO 2 nanowires grown upon Ti foil 
using the controlled oxidation method. 
FIG. 15 shows a HRTEM image of a TiO 2 nanowire, from 
10 
which the crystallography is readily apparent. 
FIG. 16 is an optical micrograph of electrospun nanofibers 
bridging across opposing electrodes that in reflectance mode 
are white. 
15 	 FIG. 17 shows SEM images of noncalcined SnO 2 nanofi- 
bers. 
FIG. 18 shows SEM images calcined SnO 2 nanofibers. 
FIG. 19 illustrates TEM images of calcined nanofibers at 
two different resolutions, as indicated by the scales on the 
20 images. 
FIG. 20 shows two SEM images illustrating difficulties that 
can be associated with collection of nanowires. 
FIG. 21 shows a series of SEM images indicating the 
implications of varied morphologies in connection with an 
25 interdigitated electrode pattern used as a sensor platform. 
FIG. 22 shows the bridging of single nanowires in parallel 
alignment, with each nanowire forming individual contacts 
across electrodes. 
FIG. 23 is an SEM image illustrating concentrated collec-
30 tion of TiO2 nanowires by dielectrophoresis, acting preferen-
tially in the region of highest E-field gradient. 
FIG. 24 shows SEM images illustrating more homoge-
neous dispersion and alignment by E-field induced torque in 
concert with dielectrophoresis of harvested nanowires. 
35 FIG. 25 shows HRTEM images of Pd deposited on SnO 2 
nanowires. 
FIG. 26 shows the conductance versus time response at 
200° C. of a Pd-coated SnO 2 nanowire sensor upon exposure 
to 0.5 percent Hz in Nz . 
40 	 FIG. 27 shows an example of a response curve fitted with 
the isotherm for a Pd-coated SnO 2 sensor to 0.5% H 2 in N2 . 
FIG. 28 shows SnO2 nanowire sensor response versus tem-
perature. 
FIG. 29 shows SnO2 nanowire sensor response rate versus 
45 temperature. 
FIG. 30 illustrates TiO 2 nanowire sensor response versus 
time. 
FIG. 31 illustrates TiO 2 nanowire sensor response rate ver-
sus temperature. 
50 	 FIG. 32 shows SnO2 nanofiber sensor response versus tem- 
perature. 
FIG. 33 illustrates SnO 2 nanofiber sensor response rate 
versus temperature. 
FIG. 34 shows a comparison between a TiO 2 nanowire with 
55 a Pt catalyst and an SnO2 nanowire with a Pt catalyst. 
FIG. 35 illustrates a comparison between an SnO 2 nanow-
ire with Pt as the catalyst and an SnO 2 nanowire with Pd as the 
catalyst. 
FIG. 36 shows a comparison between an SnO 2 nanowire 
60 with Pd as the catalyst and a ZnO nanowire with Pd as the 
catalyst. 
FIG. 37 shows the current response against time and volt-
age of a MWCNT sensor to various gases at room tempera-
ture. 
65 	 FIG. 38 shows the current response against time and volt- 
age of a SnO 2 sensor to various gases at a temperature of 400° 
C. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
The innovation is now described with reference to the 
drawings, wherein like reference numerals are used to refer to 
like elements throughout. In the following description, for 5 
purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are set 
forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the 
subject innovation. It may be evident, however, that the inno-
vation can be practiced without these specific details. In other 
instances, well-known structures and devices are shown in io 
block diagram form in order to facilitate describing the inno-
vation. 
In some embodiments, the innovation comprises a process-
ing approach that can enable nanostructures to be used in 
conjunction with microfabrication techniques. As described 15 
further herein, dielectrophoresis (DEP) may be combined 
with standard microfabrication processing and materials to 
achieve reproducible, time-efficient fabrication of devices 
incorporating nanostructures. 
In aspects described further herein, these systems and 20 
methods may be used in fabrication of micro sensors with 
nanostructures. Utilizing one or more approaches, standard 
microfabrication techniques can be applied to the repeated 
manufacture of nano structured sensors on a microplatform by 
integrating standard microfabrication techniques with 25 
aligned nanostructures. In various embodiments of the sub-
ject innovation, DEP can be combined with conventional 
photolithography in order to fabricate chemical gas sensors 
with an ordered arrangement of nanostructures (e.g., nano-
rods, nanowires, or nanofibers), as well as dependable con - 30 
tacts. 
In view of the aspects and features described, methodolo-
gies that may be implemented in accordance with embodi-
ments of the subject innovation will be better appreciated 
withreferenceto the figures. While forpurposesofsimplicity 35 
of explanation, the methodologies are shown and described as 
a series of drawings representing steps or acts associated with 
the methodologies, it is to be understood and appreciated that 
the claimed subject matter is not limited by the order of the 
drawings, as some drawings may occur concurrently with 40 
other drawings and/or in different orders than what is 
depicted and described herein. Where non-sequential, or 
branched, flow is illustrated via flowchart, it can be appreci-
ated that various other branches, flow paths, and orders of the 
blocks, may be implemented which achieve the same or a 45 
similar result. Moreover, not all illustrated drawings may be 
required to implement the methodologies described herein-
after. 
Turning to FIG. 1, in one embodiment, the innovation 
includes a method of fabricating a device incorporating a 50 
nanostructure. At act 100, a pattern of bottom electrodes 102 
can be formed on a substrate 104 using microfabrication 
techniques (e.g., sputter deposition, etc.). Optionally, one or 
more regions of the pattern can be configured to so as to have 
a relatively high electric field gradient. As explained further 55 
below, subsequent alignment of nanostructures can be facili-
tated by such a pattern. One example of such a pattern 102 
could be an interdigitated pattern with parallel "fingers": 
portions of pattern 102 that are, for example, straight or saw 
toothed in design. In some embodiments, the array of inter- 60 
digitated fingers on a given wafer may be electrically con-
nected so that a field applied across one set of fingers can be 
simultaneously applied to the full array of fingers on the 
wafer. The pattern of bottom electrodes 102 can be of most 
any of a variety of conducting materials as described further 65 
herein (e.g., Pt, Pd, etc.), and the substrate 104 can be of a 
semiconducting or insulating material (e.g., Al 2O31  etc.).  
6 
With continued reference to FIG. 1, at act 106, a voltage 
source 108 can be connected to the pattern of bottom elec-
trodes 102. At act 110, a suspension 112 of nanostructures in 
a photoresist can be applied to the microstructure, covering at 
least a portion of the pattern 102 and substrate 104. Photore-
sist suspension 112 may include nanostructures added to 
standard photoresist, with nanostructures to a sufficient con-
sistency so as to be able to form a dilute suspension within the 
photoresist, as described further herein. At act 114, while the 
photoresist suspension has not solidified, an alternating elec-
tric field can be applied across the electrodes. In this manner, 
dielectrophoresis may be performed on the nanostructures 
within the photoresist suspension and on the wafer. This can 
align the nanostructures on the wafer as part of the standard 
microfabrication process, causing one or more aligned nano-
structures 116 to bridge two or more electrodes of pattern 
102. Considerations at this step include maintaining proper 
thickness and fluidity of the photoresist. After dielectrophore-
sis, the photoresist suspension can be allowed to solidify in a 
standard fashion to form a film on the wafer. Optionally, the 
suspension can be dispersed, for example by using spin coat-
ing techniques to form a film with a desired thickness (e.g., 
6500-7500 A), which can be determined by substantially any 
means (e.g., a stylus profilometer). 
Continuing the discussion of FIG. 1, at act 118, processing 
of the wafer may continue, for example, by exposing the 
photoresist suspension 112 to allow the deposition of a sec-
ond layer of electrodes on top of the pattern of bottom elec-
trodes 102 already on the substrate 104. Such exposure can 
remove the photoresist suspension 112 from the pattern 102, 
but leave the aligned nanostructures 116 to be held inplace by 
the remaining photoresist suspension 112, for example, by 
use of a mask to expose the pattern of bottom electrodes 102. 
The one or more aligned nanostructures 116 can be held in 
place by the photoresist but be exposed on the pattern of 
bottom electrodes 102 as the photoresist is developed in those 
regions. At act 120, a second layer of metal can be deposited 
over the pattern of bottom electrodes 102 to form a pattern of 
top electrodes 122 using standard photoresist processing 
techniques. This optional step can bury one or more contacts 
of the aligned nanostructures bridging the fingers between 
two layers of metal. After performing one or more of the 
above steps, further development of the device andremoval of 
residual photoresist can be completed. 
FIG. 2 illustrates an example schematic of a chemiresistor 
sensor in accordance with aspects of the subject innovation. 
Although a chemiresistor sensor is shown, in other aspects of 
the present innovation, other types of devices can be con-
structed. As shown, a plurality of bottom electrodes 202 can 
be arranged in a pattern that creates one or more regions with 
a high electric field gradient, such as a sawtooth pattern with 
opposing points aligned near one another. One or more 
aligned nanostructures 204 can bridge opposing points. Addi-
tionally, contact pads 206 that are electrically connected to 
the plurality of bottom electrodes can be included so that a 
voltage can be applied across the bottom electrodes 202 and 
aligned nanostructures 204. Although not shown in FIG. 2, 
top electrodes can be situated over at least a portion of the 
aligned nanostructures in order to bury the contacts of the 
nanostructures. These top electrodes can be configured in a 
variety of manners, for example, in the same pattern as the 
bottom electrodes (e.g., sawtooth when the bottom electrodes 
are sawtoothed), or in a different pattern (e.g., rectangular 
when the bottom electrodes are sawtoothed). As described 
further herein, a chemiresistor sensor such as that depicted in 
FIG. 2 (or other type of device, e.g., a transistor, a Schottky 
diode, or thermal device) can provide a highly responsive 
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sensor for detection. Such a sensor can be produced using 	 microfabrcation techniques. In accordance with aspects 
multiple parallel nanostructures, or depending upon the litho- 	 described herein, nanostructures can be aligned and fabri- 
graphic patternation, can provide parallel processing for a 	 cated on microplatforms as part of a standard microfabrica- 
number of individual sensor units, or both. In some embodi- 	 tion process, without requiring highly refined equipment 
ments of the subject innovation, either or both of these par-  5 beyond standard clean room processing equipment, removal 
allel options may alternatively be used in other (i.e., non- 	 of the devices from a clean room environment, or alignment 
sensor) applications. 	 of the nanostructures by hand. Additionally, through tech- 
Different configurations of top electrodes as described 	 niques described herein, including control ofphotoresist den- 
above can have differing implications for a sensor or other 	 sity, nanostructure concentration/dispersion, and the applied 
device. For example, one consideration when using a match-  10 electric field, reproducible and batch fabricated sensor 
ing pattern between top and bottom electrodes (e.g., both as 	 devices using nanostructures can be produced. In some 
sawteeth) is that the alignment of top and bottom electrodes 	 embodiments, by burying the nanostructures in a sandwich of 
may be slightly mismatched so that the top metal does not 	 metallic contacts to the electrodes (e.g., interdigitated fin- 
directly overlap the bottom electrode. This may be evidenced 	 gers), reproducible and reliable contacts to the nanostructures 
by curling top metal contacts and offset parallel metal pat-  15 can be produced. 
terns that can be seen in SEM images. Slight misalignment of 	 What follows is a more detailed discussion of systems, 
a photoresist processing step can lead to a misalignment of the 	 methods, and apparatuses associated with aspects of the sub- 
top and bottom electrodes, either exposing the bottom layer or 	 ject innovation. To aid in the understanding of aspects of the 
leaving an overhanging film. Overall, however, this does not 	 subject innovation, theoretical analysis and experimental 
affect the ability to bury the electrical contacts for at least 20 results associated with specific experiments that were con- 
some of the nanowires, although it may reduce the efficiency 	 ducted are discussed herein. However, although for the pur- 
of the process slightly by leaving other nanowires unsecured 	 poses of obtaining the results discussed herein, specific 
by the top layer of metal. 	 choices were made as to the selection of various aspects of the 
An alternate approach to the use of a matching pattern can 	 experiments and associated setups such as choice of spe- 
address the misalignment issue. In such an approach, the 25 cific nanostructures (e.g., nanorods, nanowires, nanofibers, 
bottom electrode can be covered with a larger overlapping 	 etc.), choice of circuit geometry (e.g., sawtooth electrodes, 
pattern of top electrodes. For example, if the bottom pattern is 	 etc.), choice of materials (e.g., for nanostructures, catalysts, 
sawtoothed, the top pattern could be a rectangular pattern that 	 substrates, etc.), design and application of device (e.g., gas 
covers the sawteeth. The use of an overlapping top electrode 	 sensors, etc.), as well as other aspects the systems and 
can still allow the same type of bridging across the electrodes 30 methods described herein can be employed in other contexts, 
and can reduce the effects of misalignment while increasing 	 as well. For example, aspects of the subject innovation can be 
the yield of the nanowires bridging the entire sensor. Sensors 	 utilized to incorporate nanostructures into devices made via 
of this type were fabricated with similar properties to those of 	 microfabrcation techniques, independent of the ultimate 
the matching pattern, both in terms of structure, as well as in 	 application of those devices. In another example, sensors and 
overall sensor response. One feature of this approach is that 35 other devices discussed herein could be constructed with 
more nanowires can be captured in the sensor structure; while 	 different choices of materials (e.g., for nanostructures, cata- 
still localized in the region of the electrodes, a top electrode 	 lysts, substrates, etc.) than those used in the experiments 
with a larger overlapping pattern can bury nanowires of a 	 discussed herein, and may have differing characteristics, as 
variety of orientations. 	 explained in greater detail below. 
The method of FIG. 1 can be used to fabricate gas sensors 40 
such as the chemiresistor sensors illustrated in FIG. 2 (or 	 Microfabrication of Devices Incorporating 
other types of devices, e.g., a transistor, a Schottky diode, or 	 Nanostructures 
thermal device) and as described further herein. Additionally, 
systems and methods described herein can be employed in a 	 Nanostructures used in connection with the subject inno- 
wide range of other application. For example, dispersing 45 vation can be produced by a variety of methods, including 
metal oxide semiconductors using standard photolitho- 	 without limit methods described further herein. Additionally, 
graphic techniques allows for ease of integration of the nano- 	 although one-dimensional nanostructures (e.g., nanorods, 
structure into thin films for conductive coatings requiring 	 nanofibers, nanowires, etc.) are primarily discussed herein, 
electrical connections. One example application is to poten- 	 various systems and methods of the subject innovation can be 
tially replace fluor-doped SnO 2 (FTO) used as anode backing 5o applicable to other nanostructures. 
in bulk heterojunction solar cells. Moreover, the processes 	 Different compositions of nanostructures were used in the 
described herein are compatible with low temperature, thin 	 experiments, including both multiwalled carbon nanotubes 
film supports, such as flexible backings for electronics. 	 (MWCNT) and metal oxide nanostructures. Although spe- 
There are at least several advantages to fabrication via 	 cific nanostructures were used in the experiments, others 
methods associated with the subject innovation. One impor-  55 could be used, for example, nanostructures that include a 
tant feature is the inclusion of "intact' nanorods where their 	 metal oxide including but not limited to tin dioxide, titanium 
aspect ratio is preserved. This can be particularly important 	 dioxide, indium dioxide, iron oxide, indium tin oxide, zinc 
for bridging electrical contact wires and minimizing the nec- 	 oxide, or molybdenum trioxide, chemically reactive metals or 
essary electrical interface connections. A second point is that 	 alloys of palladium, platinum, gold or silver, or a carbon- 
the use of a suspension of nanostructures in a photoresist 6o based material such as carbon nanotubes, coated carbon 
compound is compatible with other mechanical fabrication 	 nanotubes, or doped carbon nanotubes. The diameter of the 
methods, including drop coating, spin-coating, dip coating, 	 MWCNTs typically ranged from 100-250 nm with lengths 
jet-printing, and even transfer patternation (e.g., contact 	 typically ranging from 10 to 40 microns. The MWCNTs were 
printing). 	 grown at 750° C. in a gas flow of humid carbon monoxide, 
In various embodiments, systems and methods of the sub-  65 hydrogen, ethylene, and carbon dioxide. The iron catalyst 
ject innovation can be used to produce an array of aligned 	 was removed from the MWCNTs by subsequent annealing at 
nanostructures on a microplatform produced by standard 
	
1700° C. This post treatment also removed defects in the 
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sidewalls of the tubes, allowing for more reproducible phys-
isorption of analytes onto the tubes in preference to charge 
transfer effects that could otherwise occur at defect sites. 
In one example, an experimental setup discussed herein 
utilized SnO2 nanorods produced using a thermal evapora-
tion-condensation (TEC) approach. Tin (IV) oxide was 
evaporated within a small flow of argon and 5% oxygen in a 
tube furnace from 700-1000'C. While in the vapor phase, the 
oxide self-assembled into coherent rods several micrometers 
in length (i.e., nanorods, with lengths typically in the tens of 
microns) along with other geometries. In some situations 
without the presence of a catalyst, growth proceeded by self-
catalyzed vapor-solid (VS) mechanism with the boat provid-
ing heteroepitaxial nucleation sites. After growth, the nano-
rods were separated from the resulting material using 
gravimetric separation. The rods varied in length from 3 µm to 
a typical range of 10 µm-100 µm (some as high as 500 µm), 
with diameters ranging from 40 to 300 nun. Structural char-
acterization of the nanostructures was performed with trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) and morphology exam-
ined with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) prior to 
processing. 
DEP was used to align multiple nanorods within a photo-
resist-based suspension between platinum (Pt) electrodes on 
a polished alumina (AI,0 3) substrate (alternatively, other 
semiconductors or insulators may be used as substrates, e.g., 
silicon, silicon carbide, silicon dioxide, silicon on insulator, 
gallium nitride, aluminum oxide, quartz, sapphire, germa-
nium, gallium arsenide (GaAs), an alloy of silicon and ger-
manium, indium phosphide, insulator coated metals, etc.). 
The base sensor layout was designed to assist in the alignment 
of the nanorods by selectively enhancing the electric field 
strength and allowing for the quick production of sensor 
arrays. A second layer of metal was incorporated using the 
DEP suspension in standard microfabrication methods imme-
diately after alignment. This enabled burial of the ends of the 
nanorods (which were in contact with the underlying elec-
trodes) within another, thinner layer of Pt. Although Pt was 
selected for the electrodes for the purpose of the experiment 
based on its catalytic and other properties discussed below, 
other conducting materials could be selected based upon 
properties that may be important in specific applications (e.g., 
bulk properties, catalytic properties, cost, etc.). For example, 
high temperature application environments may require 
noble metal electrodes to avoid degradation. For the experi-
mental results that follow, MWCNT sensors used a bottom 
platinum (Pt) electrode sputtered with a thickness of 1800 A, 
and a top electrode of titanium (Ti) with a thickness of 500 A. 
Metal oxide sensors used a bottom layer of copper (Cu), Pt, or 
a combination of platinum oxide and platinum (PtO,/Pt, e.g., 
at 2500 A), and the top layer can be Pt or Ti. Electrical contact 
was verified during testing by the response to H 21  C3H6, and 
NO, gases at a range of temperatures. Testing was performed 
on a stage with temperature control and tungsten probes were 
used for electrical connection. Gas flowed into the testing 
chamber at a flow rate of 4000 sccm (standard cubic centi-
meters per minute). Response of the sensor was measured by 
current output at a constant voltage. In some example sensors 
constructed with a sawtooth pattern for experiments, the 
number of aligned nanostructures bridging each sawtooth 
varied. For instance, in an example sensor constructed using 
MWCNTs as the nanostructures, the number varied between 
1 and 11 bridging each sawtooth, with an average of approxi-
mately 4. For an example SnO 2 sensor, the number varied 
between 0 and 10 bridging each sawtooth, with an average of 
approximately 4. 
10 
DEP alignment is applicable to a range of nanoscale mate-
rials and morphologies, unlike electrophoresis, which 
describes the movement of charged particles during the appli-
cation of an electric field. During DEP, an induced dipole 
5 interacts with the applied electric field gradient, resulting in a 
time-dependent force, as shown in equation 1: 
FaP (p(t)'0)E(t) 	 (1) 
where Fd P  is the time-dependent force in an alternating cur- 
io rent (AC) field, E(t) is the electric field, and p(t) is the dipole. 
In the case of a nanostructure such as a nanowire or nanorod, 
the induced dipole is dependent on nanowire dimensions, the 
difference in the dielectric constant between the nanowires 
and suspending medium, and the electric field gradient, as 
15 seen in equation 2: 
p(r)=4nEmtr2Re(x )viE_1 2 	 (z) 
where Em is the permittivity of the suspending medium, l and 
r are the length and radius of the nanowire, respectively, and 
20 E_ is the root mean square of the electric field. The K a factor 
depends on the complex permittivity of both the particle and 
the medium. 
In various embodiments, both the electrode geometry and 
the solvent used for DEP can be selected so as to facilitate 
25 fabrication of devices incorporating nanostructures. Because 
the dipole depends upon the gradient of the electric field, 
selection of the electrode geometry used (e.g., the irregular 
geometry of the sawtooth pattern) can help create an E-field 
gradient that can result in movement of the nanostructures 
30 (e.g., SnO2 nanorods). Alignment on portions of the electrode 
geometry associated with certain E-field gradients (e.g., 
between sawteeth on a sawtooth pattern) can occur due to the 
differential hydrodynamic drag force dictated by the rod 
aspect ratio, as well as a torque induced within the AC electric 
35 field as the nanorod rotates out of line to the E-field. An AC 
field can be used to prevent electrochemical reactions at elec-
trode surfaces. 
Traditionally, the suspending medium used in DEP to sus-
pend the nanostructures is either dimethylformamide (DMF) 
40 or a light alcohol. However, in aspects of the subject innova-
tion, photoresi st can be used as a suspending medium for DEP 
in order to assist with subsequent processing steps. By con-
trolling the amount of nanorods added into the photoresist-
based suspension, a suspension of SnO 2 nanorods can be 
45 achieved and shown to be compatible with subsequent DEP 
and conventional micro-processing steps, as described fur-
ther herein. An outline of the fabrication steps is illustrated in 
FIG. 1, as described above. 
The bottom electrodes can be fabricated by substantially 
5o any means. For the purposes of obtaining the experimental 
results discussed herein, the bottom electrodes were sputter 
deposited (at 32 W DC, a pressure of 4 mTorr, with a Ar/O z 
(80%/20%) mixture for the first 3.5 min to assist with adhe- 
sion on the substrate) on a polished alumina substrate and 
55 patterned using conventional lift-off techniques. The bottom 
electrodes were arranged in a sawtooth pattern with spacing 
between the sawteeth of approximately 5 µm for the purposes 
of the experiment, which was a small enough distance to 
capture the shorter nanorods as well as generate a stronger 
60 electric field then a larger distance would. An alumina sub- 
strate was used in the experiment to ensure isolation between 
electrodes, as well as prevent any substrate effects due to 
interaction of the tube with the surface. Platinum (Pt 2450 A 
thick) was used for both the bottom electrode metal and the 
65 top layer of metal (used to sandwich the nanorod ends and 
ensure electrical contact) due to its stability and compatibility 
to the other materials used, as well as its capability to enhance 
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the reaction of the nanorods through its catalytic properties. 	 pattern of bottom electrodes can have varying lengths of gaps 
Although multiple photoresi sts could be used, the photoresist 	 between portions of the pattern (e.g., sawteeth). This can 
(PR) Shipley S1805 was used as the dispersing medium for 	 optionally be combined with selecting varying lengths of 
the SnO2 nanorods because of its low viscosity. It was experi- 	 nanostructures based on the response to AC frequency, in 
mentally determined that a concentration of 0.03 g of SnO 2  5 order to facilitate selective manipulation of nanostructures at 
nanorods in 15 mL of S1805 was optimal for maintaining 	 one or more points on the pattern of bottom electrodes. 
fluidity of the suspension as well as preventing undesired 
	
Sensors fabricated using the methods outlined above can 
clumping of rods. The suspension was sonicated to thor- 	 be used in a resistor-based sensorplatform for sensing chemi- 
oughly mix the rods and to break up any clumps. After the 	 cal species of interest in a wide range of fields, including 
suspension was prepared, it was deposited onto the existing io environmental monitoring, fire detection, emissions monitor- 
electrode pattern using a pipette, although the suspension 	 ing, and biochemical sensing. For example, the detection of 
may be placed on the pattern by any means by which photo- 	 nitric oxide (NO) is biologically relevant given its importance 
resist can be applied. Tungsten probes were placed on the 	 related to the monitoring of asthma conditions. In particular, 
contact pads using a standard probe station, and an AC field 	 as a free radical that reacts with oxidants and antioxidants, 
(with a frequency of 20 MHz, and a peak-to-peak voltage of 15 NO in exhaled breath reflects the state of the airway and has 
IOVP _P) was generated for twenty minutes using a function 	 been proposed as a marker of airway inflammation and a 
generator, after which approximately 50 to 85% of sawteeth 	 guide for anti-inflammatory therapy in asthma. High levels of 
were bridged by nanorods. A sinuosoidal signal was used 
	
NO are well documented in asthma, and decrease in response 
because it makes use of the linear relationship between the 	 to treatment with cortico steroids. NO is produced by nitric 
effective dipole moment and the electric field. The probes 20 oxide synthases (NOS), including constitutive and inducible 
were removed, and the suspension underwent typical photo- 	 enzymes, all isoforms of which are present in the lung. Fur- 
resist processing steps (i.e., spun at 6000 rpm 60 s, soft-bake 	 ther, the measurement of both NO and NO 2 (NO,) is of con- 
at 115° C. for 2 min, exposure 4 s at 8 mW, and developing in 	 siderable interest related to engine exhaust emissions and is 
MF319 developer). A top layer of Pt (1000 A thick) was then 	 an indicator of the combustion processes within the engine. 
sputter deposited (at 32 W DC, a pressure of 4 mTorr, withAr 25 Reduction of NO, emissions is an objective for the NASA 
only) and selectively patterned by removing the excess pho- 	 Supersonics program. 
toresist-based suspension, leaving the desired sensor struc- 	 FIG. 4 depicts two graphs illustrating the response to NO, 
ture. The top contacts were in a rectangular shape, to reduce 	 of an example SnO 2 sensor fabricated according to aspects of 
the possibility of alignment errors as well as capturing excess 	 the subject innovation. Graph 402 depicts the current in loga- 
nanorods that could be in various orientations. 	 3o rithmic scale against time in minutes at IV after exposure to 
The resulting chemical sensor included two electrodes 	 60 ppm NO,. at a temperature of 400° C. Graph 404 measures 
with SnO2 nanorods bridging between and nanorod ends 	 the absolute value of the current (in amperes) in logarithmic 
sandwiched between two layers of Pt. Optionally, the density 	 scale against voltage (in volts) for —5V to 5V at 400° C. for the 
and type of nanostructures bridging the electrodes can be 	 SnO2 sensor in the presence of both N 2/Air (light gray line) 
influenced with several techniques. The density of nanorods 35 and 60 ppm NO, (dark gray line). This data demonstrates the 
bridging electrodes can be increased in a number of ways, for 	 effectiveness of sensors produced in accordance with aspects 
example, by applying multiple coatings of the suspension and 	 of the subject innovation. In addition to the NO, testing 
application of DEP, as well as by changing the concentration 	 results shown in FIG. 4, the sensors were tested with and 
of nanorods within the low-viscosity photoresist suspension. 	 showed response to H 2 and C3 H6. Detection of at least 200 
When using the multiple coating approach, after act 114 of 40 ppm forboth H2 and C3H6 was achieved up to 600° C., and, as 
FIG. 1 a gentle solvent rinse can be performed to remove the 	 shown by FIG. 4, successful detection of 60 ppm NO, 
existing suspension and any loose nanorods. The sample can 	 occurred at 400° C. Response was found to be the most stable 
then undergo steps 106, 110, and 114 of FIG. 1, repeating 	 and repeatable for all three of the tested species (H 21  C3H6 , 
until a desired density is reached. Optionally, between these 	 and NO,) at 400° C. 
steps the sample can be examined under high magnification to 45 	 As shown by FIG. 4 and the above discussion, nanostruc- 
check on the bridging progress. The greater the density of 	 tures (e.g., semiconducting SnO 2 nanorods) integrated into a 
nanorods on the sample, the easier it is to image. It was also 	 microsensor platform via aspects of the subject innovation 
found that frequency influences the length of nanorods 	 have been demonstrated and sensing response occurred at a 
aligned between teeth. For lengths matching the ranges made 	 range of temperatures (for the SnO 2 nanorods, up to 600° C.). 
using the TEC technique (approximately 3 to 10 µm), higher 5o They are sensitive to a range of chemical species. In some 
frequencies are found to capture the greatest variety of 	 embodiments, response and selectivity of sensors can be 
lengths. At low frequencies (e.g., 20 Hz) the majority of tubes 	 enhanced in a number of ways. Examples of ways to increase 
aligned are limited to lengths greater than 10 µm. For SnO2 	 response and/or selectivity include the use of a sputtered 
nanowires with lengths of 5 µm and 4 µm, preferred frequen- 	 catalyst, lower temperatures, and/or different nanorods that 
cies for alignment were found at 20 kHz and 2 MHz, respec-  55 have shown increased sensitivity to NO, (e.g., Indium Tin 
tively. When the frequency is increased, shorter rods are also 	 Oxide or Tungsten Oxide). 
captured between the sawteeth. FIG. 3 shows scanning elec- 	 FIG. 5 shows Scanning Electron Micrographs (SEM) 502 
tron microscope images 302, 304, and 306 of a sensor fabri- 	 and 504 of sawtooth interdigitated finger patterns with mul- 
cated using a method of the subject innovation. In the figure, 	 tiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) bridging the elec- 
multiple nanorods are aligned between the electrodes with 60 trodes. In the setup used to obtain the images of FIG. 5, the 
contacts achieved by sandwiching the nanorod ends between 	 substrate 104 was alumina (Al 2O3), the pattern of bottom 
two layers of metal. 	 electrodes 102 was platinum (Pt) at 1,850 A (arranged in a 
As noted, the length of the nanostructures deposited across 	 sawtooth interdigitated finger pattern, as indicated above and 
the electrode gap can be affected by theAC frequency used to 	 in FIG. 5), titanium (Ti) at 500 A was used for the pattern of 
align the nanostructures. Thus, this can allow for the possi-  65 top electrodes 122, and MWCNTs as the nanostructured 
bility of reproducible manipulation at a single point or over an 	 material forming the aligned nanostructures 116. As seen in 
array of devices. In some aspects, different portions of a 	 micrographs 502 and 504, contact between the aligned nano- 
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structures 116 with the pattern of bottom electrodes 102 is 
secured by depositing the pattern of top electrodes 122 over 
both the aligned nano structures 116 end and pattern of bottom 
electrodes 102. Nanotubes are seen to bridge across the elec-
trodes formultiple electrodes in FIG. 5. For comparison, FIG. 
6 contains SEMs showing carbon nanotubes deposited on a 
substrate by a prior art method of dispersing them in a sus-
pension and depositing the suspension on a substrate. The 
resulting sensor structure in FIG. 6 is random and uncon-
trolled, resembling straw dropped on the floor rather than a 
reproducibly processed material . The contacts to the sensing 
nanostructure in FIG. 6 are poorly defined and not reproduc-
ible. In contrast to FIG. 6, control of the nanotube alignment 
in FIG. 5 is seen to have significantly improved and bridging 
of the contacts by the aligned nanostructures 116 is restricted 
to the small gaps between the teeth of the pattern of bottom 
electrodes 102. 
FIG. 7 shows a sampling of data obtained from energy 
dispersive spectroscopy by X-ray (EDS) to verify the chemi-
cal composition of each component of the structure in FIG. 5. 
As seen in numerical results 702 and 704, the top and bottom 
electrodes are shown to be metallic , the aligned nanostruc-
tures 116 (in this case, the bridging nanotubes ) are seen to 
indeedbe carbon , andthe areas surrounding the nanotubes are 
the original A1 103 substrate 104 with no deposition of metal 
between the electrodes. In other words, the data from EDS 
confirms the successful fabrication of a sensor which has the 
metal electrodes with buried carbon nanotube contacts and 
bridging carbon nanotubes across the electrodes. 
Structure of Metal Oxide Semiconductors 
Nanostructures 
Nanostructures used in connection with the systems and 
methods of the subject innovation can have varying structure, 
morphology, and composition . As discussed in greater detail 
below, comparisons were made between Sn0 21  ZnO, and 
Ti02 single-crystal nanowires and Sn0 2 polycrystalline 
nanofibers in the context of gas sensing. Both of these nano-
structures (i.e., the nanowires and the nanofibers ) possess a 
one-dimensional morphology. Different synthesis methods 
can be used to produce these materials: thermal evaporation-
condensation (TEC), controlled oxidation, and electrospin-
ning, each having different advantages and limitations, as 
discussed below. The term TEC is used to more accurately 
describe the process of nanowire formation traditionally 
referred to as chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Addition-
ally, practical concerns associated with harvesting , purifica-
tion, and integration of these materials into microscale 
devices (e.g., sensing devices) are discussed below. More-
over, in experiments discussed infra, these materials were 
surface coated with Pd and Pt nanoparticles for comparison to 
the nascent (i.e., uncoated) form. Gas sensing tests, with 
respect to H 21  were conducted at ambient and elevated tem-
peratures . As shown below, comparative normalized 
responses and time constants for the catalyst and noncatalyst 
systems can be used for selection of a metal-oxide nanostruc-
ture and catalyst combination. With temperature -dependent 
data, Arrhenius analyses were made to determine activation 
energies for the catalyst-assisted systems. However, although 
the experiments and accompanying results discussed below 
indicate materials with desirable sensing characteristics, in 
some situations , other materials may be selected based on a 
variety of considerations , including , for example , cost , avail-
ability of materials, intended application, etc. 
Adsorption of O2 on a MOS (e.g., Sn02) is accompanied by 
electronic charge transfer from the conduction band to the 
surface. Hence, a surface region is depleted in electron den-
sity and is called the depletion layer. In the presence of a 
reducing gas, a chemical reaction between gas molecules and 
negatively charged adsorbed oxygen species (0 ... 
 102  ... ) 
5 leads to electron transfer back into the surface, thereby 
increasing the conductivity . Therein, the fundamental sensing 
mechanism of metal-oxide -based gas sensors relies upon this 
change in electrical conductivity in response to ambient 
gases. These processes are generically expressed by reactions 
io 3 and 4 below: 
fzOz(g)+e(cb)t~*O-(ac) 	 (3) 
H2 (g)+O-(ac)—H2 0(g) 	 (4) 
15 	 Traditional MOS gas sensors have often used thin films. 
However, films, which typically have large grains, have mul-
tiple drawbacks, suffering from the variability in accessible 
surface area , grain size, pore size, and film thickness. Most 
importantly, sintering leads to lack of long-term stability 
20 because of enlargement of the grains and the resulting 
changes in the grain boundaries and sensor response. Further-
more, in polycrystalline and thick-film devices, only a rela-
tively small fraction of the material near the grain boundaries 
is active in modifying the electrical transport properties, 
25 which limits the sensitivity of the MOS gas sensor. Because of 
the drawbacks associated with film-based based gas sensors, 
superior sensors can be constructed by controlling the mor-
phology and crystallinity with uniformity. Ideally, this sens-
ing element would present a linear, one-dimensional mor- 
30 phology for device integration. This can be accomplished via 
utilizing nanostructures such as those fabricated in accor-
dance with systems and methods of the subject innovation. 
Because an increase in the number of chemisorption (reac-
tion) sites leads to an increase in the electronic charge trans- 
35 fer, reduction of the grain size leads to an increase in the 
sensitivity . Compared to other structures, nanostructures such 
as nanocrystalline materials provide a tremendous increase in 
the surface/bulk ratio for a material. Nanostructures have 
multiple aspects that are particularly relevant to sensors, 
40 including high surface area and controlled structure . Surface 
area is critical to gas adsorption . Correspondingly, high sur-
face area translates into high sensitivity because the depletion 
layer becomes a significant fraction of the particle with 
decreasing particle size . Controlled structure provides the 
45 reactive sites for adsorption and their modulation of the over-
all conductance . Relative to micron-sized grains, powders, 
layers, or films, nanoparticles offer 10 to 100-fold increases in 
each parameter. Additionally, nanoparticles are more stable 
and less likely to sinter , yielding a more stable sensor. More- 
50 over, nanostructures often possess unusual reactivities due to 
size and surface structure , reflecting defects, interstitial 
atoms, and incomplete bonding. Such activity further 
enhances sensitivity and lowers operation temperature. 
Operation at lower temperature saves power. It also extends 
55 operating lifetime and maintains reproducibility by prevent-
ing grain growth by sintering. Finally, lower temperature 
combined with structure control can advantageously yield 
selectivity. In summary , the use of nanocrystalline material 
decreases particle growth while, given the increased number 
60 of chemically sensitive particle boundaries , improving sensor 
sensitivity, stability, and response time. Moreover, carrier 
depletion (or replenishment) throughout the "bulk" nano-
structure will expand the sensor dynamic range by the virtue 
of adsorbates leading to full charge depletion (or replenish- 
65 went) with corresponding infinite or near-zero resistance, 
respectively. Thus, the potential advantages ofnanostructures 
for sensor applications are clear. 
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Despite the perceived advantage of single-crystal nanow-
ires relative to polycrystalline nanofibers or other particle-
based assemblies, other factors require consideration. For 
example, the depletion layer thickness of a single-crystal 
nanowire is comparatively small, relative to nearly all nanow-
ire diameters. Though dependent upon temperature and sur-
face defect density, it is generally considered to be —5 to 20 
mu, dependent upon temperature and material crystallinity. 
Thus even a 100-mn diameter nanowire may possess an unal-
tered central core. With regards to particle-based morpholo-
gies, this scenario is undesirable as the material is underuti-
lized and worse, has large shorts between particles. Sensing is 
strictly limited to the junctions between particles or grains. 
However, ifthematerial is highly crystalline with few defects, 
its conductivity may be low and conduction may be effec-
tively restricted to the near-surface region, an optimal condi-
tion for transduction of chemisorption with oxidizing and 
reducing species. Nonetheless, for oxides with dopants or a 
high concentration of defects, all portions of the nanowire or 
particle contribute to the overall conductivity. Depending 
upon the degree of necking between the particles, varied 
contributions of the particle core and oxidizable/reducible 
shell can contribute to the conductivity as modulated by 
ambient gases. 
A common misconception is that these metal oxide mate-
rials are inherently semiconducting. However, in stoichio-
metric form, charge balance exists and perfect crystalline 
forms are insulating. As with silicon, dopants or lattice 
defects are required to impart free charge carriers to yield 
conductivity. Notably, vacancies are also quite effective in 
providing charge carriers. These are readily introduced by 
most bottom-up fabrication methods including thermal 
evaporation-condensation (TEC), solvothermal, etc., which 
have been shown by photocharacterization measurements. 
Cation interstitials or O-atom vacancies in particular are pre-
dominant defects. Different crystalline faces may expose 
unterminated valencies, which then allow for chemisorption 
of oxygen or water. The result is termination of these sites by 
either hydroxyl or O or 0 2 groups. 
The relative advantages of single-crystal and polycrystal-
line morphologies for reactive gas sensing are discussed fur-
ther herein to aid in an understanding of the subject innova-
tion. Numerous considerations affect the performance of 
these two morphologies. Conductance variation in the deple-
tion layer along a nanowire may be considered as roughly 
linear with change in carrier concentration and hence, with 
ambient gas concentration at the very low concentrations 
generally of interest. Conductance across a junction potential 
between two crystalline nanoparticles or polycrystalline 
grains is exponentially dependent upon the width of the 
adjoining depletion layers. The width or thickness varies with 
free charge carrier concentration, again in response to ambi-
ent gas concentration. This variation in charge carrier con-
centration is exponentially amplified. Junction potentials 
vary depending upon the relative orientation of different crys-
talline grains, accessibility to ambient gases etc., while par-
ticle assemblies offer myriad parallel conducting paths. Fol-
lowing are detailed comparisons between one-dimensional 
elements of single and polycrystalline morphology. 
In order to focus performance differences solely upon the 
nanostructure, the following comparisons were made 
between these two forms (single and polycrystalline) with the 
same morphology. The morphology of a one-dimensional 
filament that could bridge opposing electrodes was selected. 
Nanowires, produced by TEC and controlled oxidation, and 
nanofibers produced by electrospinning served as the basis 
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for this comparison. A number of trends emerged for the 
nanowires and nanofibers with temperature, as discussed 
below. 
FIG. 8 illustrates structural differences between a single- 
s crystal nanowire and a polycrystalline nanofiber. FIG. 8 
shows a schematic illustration of potential barriers between 
nanoparticles formed by the juxtaposition of depletion layers 
within a polycrystalline nanofiber at 802 and graphically at 
804, and the continuous depletion layer surrounding the 
i0 
nanowire at 806. In the single-crystal case, a continuous 
depletion layer forms around the wire perimeter, as shown at 
806. If it is of sufficiently small diameter, the entire wire is 
volumetrically depleted of electron density. In the case of the 
nanofiber, seen in 802 and graphically represented at 804, the 
15 net conductivity, a, is the summation of the myriad potential 
barriers between particles and grains. This is described by 
Equation 5, 
20 glvbl  « E exP( 	 ) 
kT 
(5) 
where q is the elementary electron charge, V b is the grain 
25 boundary potential, k is the Boltzmann's constant, and T is 
the temperature. The nanowire can be considered as the limit 
of the summation describing the nanofiber case as suggested 
by Equation 6, 
30 
0- « hmE",P( —ilVb1 ) 	 (6) 
kT 
35 	 In most situations, the nanowire diameter is generally 
larger than twice the depletion layer thickness. The crystal-
line structure may not support a high surface density of defect 
sites or concentration of chemisorbed oxygen species. Alter-
natively, in the polycrystalline nanofiber (or aggregates), not 
4o all particle and grain junctions may be accessible to adsor-
bates. Such spots can correspond to "shorts" whose resis-
tances are unmodulated by adsorbates. Additionally, there 
can be a considerable variation in potential boundaries, given 
the random orientation of single-crystal particles with respect 
45 to each other.Necessarily, the resistance will be dominated by 
only the highest potential barriers. 
The following experiments and results compare advan-
tages and limitations of multiple nanostructure morphologies 
and corresponding synthesis methods for gas-sensing using 
5o an interdigitated array platform similar to that described 
above in connection with aspects of the subject innovation. 
Harvesting, purification (where applicable), integration into 
the device, and comparative sensing measurements discussed 
below involve oxides, for example, SnO 21  from each synthe- 
55 sis method (TEC and electrospinning), TiO 2 produced by 
controlled oxidation and ZnO produced by TEC. Although 
the experimental results discussed below relate to metal 
oxides, other nanostructures may also be used in various 
embodiments of the subject innovation. Using a chemiresis- 
60 for approach, test results were obtained and compared on the 
basis of normalized response and rate constant. Catalyst 
advantages for response, sensitivity, and response rate were 
determined. Common to all studies was an interdigitated 
array and integral heater platform. The results discussed 
65 herein were judged on the basis of normalized response and 
response time. Advantages and limitations of each method are 
discussed and summarized below. 
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As used herein, the linear single-crystalline element 	 regions. Nanowires, nanoblades, or tetrapods may be formed 
	
formed by TEC and controlled oxidation is referred to as a 	 depending upon the details of the furnace temperature, gas- 
	
"nanowire." Also as used herein, the linear polycrystalline 	 flow rate and temperature of the collection zone. To produce 
	
element formed by calcining an electrospun fiber is referred 
	
tin dioxide, SnO powder was similarly held within an alumina 
to as a "nanofiber." 	 5 boat, but evaporated species formed nanowires within the 
same boat at temperatures of —800° C. Nanowires formed 
Synthesis Methods 	 along the boat edges and on the surface of the source material. 
Alternative approaches can include carbothermal reduction 
	
There are multiple approaches that have been developed 	 of the oxide mixed with powered graphite in either volumetric 
for synthesizing nanoforms of MOSS, including TEC synthe-  io or molar ratios of 1:1. 
	
sis, controlled oxidation, and electro spinning. Each method 
	
In controlled oxidation, one-dimensional nanoelements 
	
offers nanoscale sensor elements that canbe incorporated into 	 can be formed from metal foils, films, wires, etc. These canbe 
	
sensors such as those associated with various aspects of the 	 used in situ, as synthesized or harvested for subsequent pro- 
	
subject innovation. Producing free-standing structures, issues 	 cessing. Potential oxidants can include CO 2, H2O, or 02 . 
of porosity or film thickness are negated. Additionally, the 15 Mixtures and combinations of reducing and oxidizing agents 
	
nanoscale materials permit rapid time response, limited only 	 can be easier to formulate if single-source precursors are 
	
by gas diffusional and/or convective processes. As explained 	 used. Although referred to as controlled oxidation, the term is 
	
further herein, each synthesis method and product has atten- 	 a bit of a misnomer, as overall reducing conditions can also 
	
dant advantages and limitations. Apart from device fabrica- 	 result in nanowire formation, particularly with single-source 
tion and manufacturing issues, these methods produce ele-  20 precursors. Concentrations are critical and often only trace 
	
ments that differ primarily in their crystallinity and 
	
levels (<0.1 percent) may be sufficient. The temperature 
	
morphology. TEC and controlled oxidation syntheses pro- 	 range can be mild, extending from —400 to 600° C. for most 
	
duce single-crystalline nanowires. Electrospinning produces 	 materials. A large variety of starting materials can yield 
	
polycrystalline elements upon calcination of the (as-spun) 	 highly variable results. To be expected, temperature and reac- 
sol-gel fiber. As explained above, material crystallinity is the 25 tant gas concentrations are critical to not only realizing 
	
single largest performance factor and can have profound con- 	 nanowire growth, but also the morphology. Higher yields can 
	
sequences upon the viability of the material for sensing and 
	
be obtained through a variety of means, including precondi- 
devices based on it. 	 tioning the metal substrate by either oxidation and/or reduc- 
FIG. 9 illustrates a high-temperature furnace capable of tion or by preapplication of catalyst particles. No specific 
synthesizing metal oxide and other semiconductors. Semi-  30 experimental setup is required, as a variety of configurations 
conductors may be synthesized through either vapor-solid can be used, ranging from tube furnaces to open flame to even 
	
(VS) or vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanisms, utilizing such 	 laboratory bench hot plates. 
	
a high-temperature furnace. In either case, a substoichiomet- 	 As synthesized, the intimate nanowire attachment to the 
	
ric oxide can be produced as a vapor at elevated temperature 	 substrate requires energy-intensive processes such as ultra- 
under reducing conditions. Through self-assembly, as guided 35 sound to facilitate their removal. In some cases, even 
	
by flow and temperature gradients, metal-oxide vapor can 	 mechanical action may be necessary. In such cases, consid- 
	
form the nanowire. The MOS nanostructures can grow in 	 erable debris can be produced, often firmly bonded to the 
	
various geometries, depending upon factors such as the rate of 	 nanowires. An analogy is pulling a plant from the soil, yield- 
	
vapor supply and the relative surface energies of different 	 ing stem and roots with a clump of dirt still attached. Time- 
crystalline facets. These one-dimensional geometries favor 40 intensive gravitational sedimentation in conjunction with sur- 
	
changes in the electronic states of the surface to be observed 
	
factants can aid separation of nanowires from particles or 
	
by conductance measurements and optical techniques by vir- 	 other ill-defined debris, but only if these are not physically 
	
tue of the high surface area and charge depletion layer extend- 	 bound together. 
	
ing nearly throughout the nanostructure. There are multiple 	 FIG. 10 illustrates an experimental setup useable to form 
critical parameters common to TEC, including precursors, 45 nanostructures by means of electro spinning. Electrospinning 
	
temperature, pressure, gas environment, and residence time. 	 is a process in which a high voltage is used to draw a thin 
	
Two approaches for nanowire synthesis are discussed 
	
filament of solution from a needle to a ground plane (in the 
	
herein: oxidation of the base metal and reduction of the higher 	 experimental results discussed below, the sensor array). The 
	
oxide. Each approach offers particular advantages. Oxidation 	 needle can deliver the thin fluid stream from a reservoir aided 
of the base metal provides advantages including more 5o by either mechanical or gas backing pressure. During the 
	
straightforward control of the metal vapor pressure and 
	
drawout process, the nanofiber is observed to whirl about the 
	
higher phase purity by the controlled oxidation. It also offers 	 axis between the needle and substrate, hence the name elec- 
	
the opportunity to tailor the defect structure by the oxygen 	 trospinning. As the fiber traverses the distance between the 
	
concentration during synthesis. The reduction of the higher 	 needle and substrate, solvent evaporates yielding a semi-solid 
oxide's advantages include that it is more straightforward 55 nanofiber. The viscosity of the solution can be critical to its 
	
experimentally, and provides better insight into the effect of 	 streaming from the nozzle in the form of a continuous fila- 
	
temperature gradients in governing the nucleation and growth 	 ment rather than emerging as a spray. The composition of the 
of the nanowires. 	 spun filament can be determined by the precursors used. In 
	
Specific examples of the two approaches include the syn- 	 the experimental results discussed herein, a polymer solution 
thesis of ZnO and SnO 2 nanowires, although, as explained, 60 was used as a binder for a metal-oxide sol-gel solution. Upon 
	
there are other alternatives. To produce zinc oxide, an alumina 	 calcination, the polymer was oxidized and the resulting sol- 
	
boat that holds the zinc powder within a quartz tube was 	 gel was solidified to form a metal-oxide, polycrystalline 
	
placed horizontally within a tube furnace maintained at 500° 	 nanofiber. 
	
C. or above. In the absence of catalysts, growth can occur via 	 Typically, in the electrospinning process, a mixture of 
a VS mechanism, although an oxide-assisted mechanism may 65 metal alkoxide and polymer was used as the precursor mix- 
	
also contribute. Zinc oxide nanoforms may be collected 	 ture. These solutions were fed by a syringe pump to an elec- 
	
downstream from plates positioned at lower temperature 	 trified 22-gauge needle from which a filament emerged under 
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the action of high negative voltage (15 to 20 kV) between the 
needle and sensor pattern serving as the ground electrode. 
Typical distances between the sensor pattern and needle 
ranged from 15 to 30 cm. 
Harvesting and Integration 
Different methods have been used to incorporate nanow-
ires and nanofibers into sensing platforms. A prior require-
ment for reproducibility andreliability is harvesting andpuri- io 
fication. A brief description of these processes as applied to 
nanostructures from each synthesis method follows next. 
After synthesis, oxide materials were collected from the 
deposition substrate or boat and dispersed within a liquid for 
subsequent deposition upon the sensor interdigitated pattern. 15 
Initially an alcohol (e.g., methanol and ethanol) or acetone 
was used as the suspending medium. Subsequently, dimeth-
ylformamide (DMF) was found to form a better dispersion of 
metal-oxide nanowires and also proved compatible with sub-
sequent dielectrophoresis. As explained above, proper selec- 20 
tion of photoresist and suspension medium concentration can 
also be used in accordance with embodiments of the subject 
innovation. Using a pipette, a droplet of the suspension was 
placed upon a sensor pattern. 
Nanowires were removed from their substrates by placing 25 
them in a small beaker with approximately 1.5 mL of solvent 
and sonicating for 1 hour. The sonication process removed 
nanowires as well as irregular-shaped particles that were 
undesirable. As was the case for TEC formed nanowires, 
DMF served as the suspending medium for metal oxides. 30 
After sonication, the suspension sat for several hours, 
allowing large particles to settle. Particles with smaller aspect 
ratios also appeared to settle more rapidly, allowing small 
irregular-shaped particles to be separated from the nanowires 
as well as the large irregular-shaped particles. A decantation 35 
process was used to remove the irregular-shaped particles. 
Using a pipette, the remaining suspension was decanted from 
the beaker and placed in a narrow cylindrical vial. The narrow 
vial enhanced separation. The vials were placed in a secure 
holder and small samples of the suspension were removed 40 
periodically. The samples were inspected using an optical 
microscope to gauge purity. The suspensions were allowed to 
settle until there was a significant percentage of nanowires 
present. 
Initial tests utilized nanostructures on a larger interdigi- 45 
tated electrode pattern with millimeter size gaps. Such elec-
trode spacing was not compatible with dielectrophoretic 
alignment or an E-field induced torque, given the required 
field strengths. Initial integration of nanowires upon such 
patterns was performed by simple wet dispersal. 50 
Basically, a suspension of nanowires was applied to the 
pattern and allowed to dry naturally. Dispersions were 
observed to be reasonably homogeneous without clumping. 
The drying process did not appear to redistribute the material, 
a fact attributed to the hydrophilic nature of the oxide nanow- 55 
ires and substrate. Hydrogen bonding likely occurred 
between both materials given both oxide surfaces were popu-
lated by hydroxyl groups. Electrical continuity was estab-
lished by multiple bridging nanowires. 
A significant feature of electrospinning is that a linear 60 
one-dimensional nanofilament is formed during the deposi-
tion process. This filament formed multiple bridges between 
the electrical contacts. Given the charged nature of the poly-
mer solution, the nanofilament had a tendency to repel itself. 
This feature, combined with the formation of an image charge 
upon the electrodes filament, aided in the alignment of the 
fiber as roughly parallel strands formed between opposing  
20 
electrical contacts. Upon calcination, the polymer was oxi-
dized and the resulting sol-gel was solidified to form a metal-
oxide, polycrystalline nanofiber. This structure served as the 
polycrystalline, one-dimensional sensor element to be com-
pared with the one-dimensional single-crystal nanowires as 
formed by the TEC approach described previously. 
As explained above, for the purposes of alignment, dielec-
trophoresis is a process applicable to a range of nanoscale 
morphologies including nanorods, particles, and branched 
structures. It can be applicable to nanowires and even nanofi-
hers were they broken and dispersed into a suitable suspend-
ing medium (though this negates the direct deposition advan-
tage of electrospinning). Dielectrophoresis relies upon the 
difference in dielectric constant of the suspending fluid 
medium and suspended material. Dielectrophoresis is distinct 
from electrophoresis, wherein charged particles migrate 
under the action of an applied field by virtue of electrostatic 
attraction or repulsion. Under the action of an applied electric 
field, material may either be drawn into or repelled from a 
region of high electric field by a force proportional to the 
gradient of the E-field. Notably, it may be applied in either DC 
or AC fashion. Dielectrophoresis can work with a range of 
nanostructure compositions, including carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs) and oxide materials. CNTs require additional consid-
erations during dielectrophoresis, given their high self-adhe-
sion and tendency towards clumping. 
Polarization charges can be induced upon the nanowires 
and the resulting dipole interacts with the E-field gradient, as 
given by equation 1, reproduced here, 
FaP (p(t)' 0)E(t) 	 (1) 
where, as explained above, Fd P  is the time-dependent force in 
an AC field, E(t) is an electric field, and p(t) is the dipole. 
Expansion of the induced dipole terms reveals the depen-
dence upon the nanowire dimensions, difference in the 
dielectric constant between the nanowire and suspending 
medium, and electric field gradient. The expansion is given by 
equation 2, reproduced here, 
p(r)=4jtEm tr2Re(x )viE_1 2 	 (2) 
where, as explained above, E m is the permittivity of the sus-
pending medium, 1 and r are the length and radius of the 
nanowire respectively, and E... is the root mean square of the 
electric field. The Ka factor depends on the complex permit-
tivities of both the particle and the medium. 
Dielectrophoresis can indirectly induce alignment if elec-
trodes are designed to create an E-field gradient perpendicu-
lar to their gap. Such a gradient can be created depending 
upon electrode geometry, such as is the case for opposing 
electrodes with irregular geometries such as sawtooth or cas-
tellation patterns. As is shown by the above equations and 
accompanying discussion, for dielectrophoresis, the gradient 
is the driving force. For anisotropic nanoparticles, particu-
larly for nanowires, the differential hydrodynamic drag force 
dictated by their extended aspect ratio can cause alignment. 
This is analogous to a log being pulled upriver. A concurrent 
indirect alignment mechanism is due to a torque induced 
within an AC electric field, as expressed by equation 7, 
(7) 
where T is the torque vector, p is the dipole vector, and E is the 
electric field vector. The same induced charges can establish 
an induced dipole vector that seeks to align with the AC field 
65 to reach a minimum potential energy. Any slight angle 
between the nanowire and the E-field vector can result in 
differential forces on each end and the dipole vector p can 
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align along the E-field vector E. Dielectrophoresis can then 	 and morphologies. Direct comparison between these param- 
complete the integration of the nanowire to bridge opposing 	 eters provides a starting point for nanostructure integration 
electrodes. 	 into practical devices. Limitations and advantages of the syn- 
In the experiments discussed below, dielectrophoresis was 	 thesis methods discussed herein and associated implications 
used to align the nanowires produced by TEC and controlled 5 for material integration are summarized below. As explained 
oxidation to bridge the electrodes within the sensor pattern. 	 further below, these considerations have implications for the 
The electrodes were arranged in an interdigitated comb pat- 	 application of nanostructure in a variety of setting. 
tern. An AC voltage was applied across the electrode grid 
	 Synthesis via TEC approaches was highly sensitive to tem- 
using a function generator. For nanowires less than 10 µm 	 perature and gas-phase transport processes; precise control of 
long, 10 V AC at a frequency of 5 MHz was applied. For io the morphology was very difficult to achieve. Given sensitiv- 
nanowires greater than 10 M long, a lower frequency was 	 ity to conditions and strong temperature dependence of the 
used because it improved alignment. For example, lowering 	 vapor generation and subsequent crystallization, doping of 
the frequency from 5 MHz to 500 KHz appeared to improve 	 heteroelements is not controllable. Synthesis requires high 
the alignment of SnO, nanowires that had a length greater 	 temperatures, necessitating separate growth apart from sub- 
than 20 µm long. 	 15 strate or other device architecture followed by redispersal and 
The suspending medium (typically DMF or a light alcohol) 	 attachment for fabrication. Redispersal with alignment pre- 
was allowed to evaporate with the voltage applied to the grid 	 sents challenges. Techniques such as dielectrophoresis have 
during this process. The resistance across the grid was mea- 	 demonstrated only partial success with specially designed 
sured after the solvent completely evaporates. Typically, a 	 electrode configurations. While the nanowires present uni- 
measurable resistance (less than 40 MQ) was found after four 20 form crystalline surfaces, the single-crystalline structure is 
drop/evaporation cycles were completed. After each deposi- 	 actually less ideal for chemisorption than a polycrystalline 
tion step, the nanowire placement on the interdigitated grid 	 one. Defect sites in the form of oxygen vacancies are, in 
was observed using an optical microscope to verify deposi- 	 principle, absent. Only via irregularities in the growth process 
tion uniformity of nanowires. 	 are such sites created. Hence chemisorption on single-crys- 
Charge carrier density and energy levels may be adjusted 25 talline planes is less than that on a polycrystalline one. As a 
by doping of heteroatoms into the band structure. Differences 	 single-crystal combined with a relative lack of defect sites 
in charge state upon incorporation into the lattice matrix can 	 and associated chemisorption, conductance can be very low 
either add to or be subtracted from the carrier charge concen- 	 with the consequence of difficult impedance matching. 
tration. Moreover, such atoms may also alter the reactivity of 
	
For controlled oxidation, orientation, placement, and den- 
the exposed surface lattice structure apart from carrier density so sity of nanostructures can be difficult to control, although 
or energy levels by exerting a catalytic action. Generally, 	 pre-patternation can be advantageously used. Upon harvest- 
elements with valencies +I or —I relative to that of the main 	 ing, high contamination can result, requiring extensive puri- 
cation can be used to introduce either electrons (for n-type 	 fication, generally with limited success. Diameters and 
materials) or holes (for p-type materials). A consideration 	 lengths of the nanowires tend to be limited (<5 µm) in this 
with this approach is that the primary effect is an increase in 35 growth process. Product morphology (e.g., nanowires versus 
carrier concentration, second is higher carrier mobility, and 	 nanoblades) can be highly dependent not only upon process 
third, though the primary motivation for doping, is reactivity. 	 conditions but also metal grain structure, pretreatment (in- 
Lattice strain due to heteroatom doping can increase reactiv- 	 cluding ambient exposure), and other subtleties such as fur- 
ity and hence sensitivity. As an alternative, metal nanopar- 	 nace tube condition and trace gas composition. 
ticles may be formed independently from the nanowire syn-  40 	 Turning to electro spinning, within the polycrystalline 
thesis and subsequently deposited via either physical vapor 	 fiber, there can be different degrees of overlap between 
deposition or wet-chemical processes. 	 grains. Although composed of nanocrystals, the nanofiber 
This discrete nanoparticle coating can permit exposure of 	 may be susceptible to sintering and resulting grain growth 
the underlying metal oxide support and most importantly can 	 during operation. Sintering between grains may occur during 
create numerous interfacial junctions between the particle 45 calcinations resulting in "necks" between grains that remain 
and support oxide. These junctions can be self-polarized by 	 isolated and provide a large independent resistance. The sur- 
virtue of charge transfer due to differences in the metal work 
	 face possesses a variety of adsorption sites (associated with 
function and electron affinity of the semiconductor. This 	 different crystalline facets) with different energies resulting 
interface can be expected to be highly reactive for well- 	 in a potential lack of sensitivity and selectivity towards 
crystallized metal nanoparticles as the adsorbate is exposed to 50 chemisorption at these sites. It can require calcinations sub-
a polarized interface (Schottky junction) resembling a step or 	 sequent to deposition upon device. 
terrace upon single-crystal catalytic metals. 	 Several consideration can be related to fabrication, includ- 
This approach has been used in catalysis where the noble 	 ing the adherence of the nanofiber to the contact pads and 
metal nanoparticle and/or the interfacial region between the 	 required expertise to obtain correct viscosity of the polymer- 
particle and oxide support greatly accelerates the reaction 55 sol gel solution as the electrospun solution. 
compared to the bare oxide surface. In the experiments dis- 	 The single-crystalline structures obtained via TEC can 
cussed below, metal nanoparticles were created by sputter 	 offer 100 percent improvement in lifetime by resistance 
deposition to an effective film thickness of 0.5 nun as moni- 	 against the sintering, which can cause sensor drift. The man- 
tored by a quartz crystal film thickness monitor. Deposition 	 ner by which the nanostructures react with the chemical spe- 
was performed under argon at 10 mtorr using the appropriate 60 cies is uniform and controllable. This reflects the fact that the 
metal target. 	 single-crystal nanowires expose well-defined crystalline 
planes. Hence the nanowires can adsorb oxidizing or reduc- 
Comparisons Between Synthesis Methods 	 ing gases in a uniform fashion, as opposed to polycrystalline 
films, whose response mechanism can be highly dependent 
Nanostructured materials have a wide range of uses, for 65 upon the grain boundaries crystal structure, film porosity, etc. 
example, gas sensing, photodetection, etc. The results 	 While an optimization analysis could be applied to weigh 
included herein compare varied materials, crystal structures, 	 these advantages and disadvantages to determine the optimal 
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choice, the assignment of weighting factors would be arbi-
trary at best. Thus, depending on particular applications, 
some of the relative advantages and/or disadvantages may be 
more relevant than others. 
Direct metal oxide nanowire growth by controlled oxida-
tion can be possible upon a variety of foils, films, wires, and 
other pre-patterned metal deposits. Controlled oxidation 
offers the capability to grow materials not readily accessible 
via other conventional methods, for example, TEC. In par-
ticular, refractory oxides such as Fe,0 31  WO31  NbO2, TiO2 , 
etc. can be readily fabricated. Nanowires including iron and 
nickel and copper and tin can also be fabricated. This synthe-
sis method can also be integrated with microfabri cation meth-
ods producing thin films, traces, and other pre-patterned areas 
as growth temperatures are mild by comparison to those 
required for CNT synthesis. 
Electro spinning does not involve sensitive gas-phase trans-
port processes and temperature-dependent crystallization. 
Composition control can be readily achieved by using differ-
ent (e.g., metal oxide) precursor mixtures. A metal oxide 
nanofiber can easily be directly placed and/or aligned upon 
prefabricated contacts. Although a polycrystalline fiber, a 
nanofiber created via electrospinning does not have the 
irregular surface features of a film. The polycrystalline defect 
structure provides a greater number of reactive sites for 
chemisorption compared to single-crystalline material. 
Despite the heterogeneity, the polycrystallinity of the 
nanofiber offers a higher concentration of charge carriers 
(electrons for n-type material). This lowers the baseline resis-
tance, potentially aiding sensitivity and lowering operation 
temperature. Additionally, the polycrystallinity may offer 
enhanced reactivity, further aiding sensitivity. 
Experimental Results 
FIG. 11 illustrates SEM images of single-crystal SnO 2 
nanowires obtained by the VLS mechanism at 1102 and VS 
mechanism at 1104. TEC processes have been developed for 
the nanoscale materials of the semiconducting oxides. Metal 
oxide and other semiconductors have been synthesized 
through both VS or VLS mechanisms, similar to the SnO 2 
nanowires shown in FIG. 11. 
Common to the TEC process is the generation of a vapor 
phase precursor species using one of two approaches: reduc-
tion of the higher oxide and oxidation of the base metal. Each 
approach possesses advantages and limitations as discussed 
previously. In either case, a substoichiometric oxide vapor 
can be produced at elevated temperature by reduction of a 
precursor (higher) oxide or by partial oxidation of the nascent 
metal. 
Through self-assembly, as guided by flow and temperature 
gradients, the metal-oxide vapor forms the nanostructure via 
the VLS and VS process. The former relies upon catalyst 
particles to form a eutectic mixture with the metal oxide while 
the latter represents direct crystallization of the metal oxide 
nanostructure from the gas-phase. Examples for SnO 2 
nanowires are shown in images 1102 and 1104, respectively. 
Image 1102 shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
images of SnO2 nanorods with An catalysts at the tips. By 
definition, nanorods formed via the VS process do not contain 
catalyst impurity, as illustrated in image 1104. These two 
processes (VLS and VS) proceed with different growth rates. 
The prime advantage of controlled nanostructure growth rate 
is that growth may be regulated between thermodynamic 
versus kinetic control. The former (thermodynamic) 
describes growth as regulated by the surface energies of dif- 
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ferent exposed crystalline faces. The latter (kinetic) describes 
growth as governed by the rate of reagent supply. 
FIG. 12 shows high-resolution transmission electron 
microscopy (HRTEM) images illustrating the above differ- 
5 ences for the SnO 2 nanowires formed via the VLS mechanism 
at 1202 and the VS mechanism at 1204. The boxed numbers 
inside the images are Miller indices, indicating crystal planes. 
While thermodynamic control can lead to the most energeti-
cally favorable structure, kinetic control can permit growth 
io along different (non-equilibrium) crystalline facets. Control 
via either mechanism can permit uniform growth rates that 
can be used to optimize crystalline structure and eliminate 
grain boundaries and crystalline defects. Highly crystalline 
materials result. This is particularly well illustrated for more 
15 complex crystallographies, such as the wurtzite structure of 
ZnO, as illustrated in FIG. 13, which shows single-crystal 
ZnO nanowires in low resolution at 1302 and high resolution 
at 1304. The hexagonal faces visible in image 1304 clearly 
mark the equivalency of the surface facets with growth occur- 
2o ring along the c-axis. 
By either method, the semiconducting metal oxide nano-
structures may be grown in various geometries, for example, 
producing rectangular cross sections resembling nanoribbons 
or nanobelts as opposed to radially symmetric nanowires. 
25 Variation of the vapor supply rate, binary reagents, and/or 
eutectic forming catalysts can lead to more complex struc-
tures such as ferns, combs, and trees. 
FIG. 14 illustrates TiO 2 nanowires grown upon Ti foil 
using the controlled oxidation method. The substrate was 
no exposed to conditions facilitating breakup, a necessary step 
for synthesis. High density and morphological uniformity is 
apparent. FIG. 15 shows a HRTEM image of a TiO 2 nanowire, 
from which the crystallography is readily apparent. As above, 
the boxed number in the image is a Miller index. Nanostruc- 
35 tures fabricated by means of controlled oxidation have many 
potential uses as fabricated upon the substrate, for example, 
solar cells. Harvesting of these materials can be difficult as 
they are integrally attached to the substrate. Simple mechani-
cal methods such as doctor-blading can both break the rods 
4o and rip up chunks of substrate. Nevertheless, the method can 
be invaluable for nanowire synthesis of refractory metal 
oxides. 
FIG. 16 is an optical micrograph of electrospun nanofibers 
bridging across opposing electrodes that in reflectance mode 
45 are white. SnO 2 nanofibers were grown using the electrospin- 
ning method, and can be seen in a lower magnification image 
1602 and higher magnification image 1604. The higher mag- 
nification image 1604 shows the nanofibers as "grass" with 
preferential alignment. Visible in images 1602 and more 
50 clearly in image 1604 are nanofibers bridging a trench in a 
silicon wafer. The suspended feature illustrates the mechani- 
cal integrity of the nanofibers and suggests the capability for 
alternative sensor geometries for monitoring flows. FIG. 17 
shows SEM images of noncalcined SnO 2 nanofibers. An ordi- 
55 nary metal plate was used as the ground plane, which 
accounts for the intertwined nature of the nanofibers. 
Depending upon the deposition time, varying degrees of fill 
may be produced. FIG. 18 shows SEM images calcined SnO 2 
nanofibers. Significant in FIG. 18 is the demonstrated 
60 mechanical preservation of the one-dimensional form of the 
nanofiber. As judged by comparison to the scale marker, the 
nanofibers were —100 mu in diameter. As TEM images dis- 
cussed below indicate, these nanofibers were not solid but 
possess many gaps and spaces between the crystalline par- 
65 ticles comprising the nanofiber. As clearly seen by the optical 
and SEM images in FIGS. 16-18, the nanofibers produced by 
means of electrospinning were very uniform in morphology 
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and size. This stands in stark contrast to the plethora of TEC-
produced metal oxide nanostructures where only microscopic 
amounts possess such uniformity. Such quality control can be 
beneficial in defining structure-property relationships and for 
achieving consistent sensor response by quality control of the 5 
sensing element. 
FIG. 19 illustrates TEM images of calcined nanofibers at 
two different resolutions, as indicated by the scales on the 
images. To obtain the samples shown in the images in FIG.19, 
nanofibers were removed from the substrate and dispersed io 
upon a TEM grid. The granular structure is readily apparent 
from both images. The HRTEM images of FIG. 19 reveal the 
crystallinity of each individual grain comprising the nanofi-
her. Each particle was single-crystalline as indicated by the 
visible lattice planes in each particle. The cross-hatching 15 
apparent in some particles arises from overlaid particles with 
resulting multiple diffraction of the electron beam leading to 
a Moire effect. The integrity of the nanofiber and multiple 
grain boundaries, each modulated by gas adsorption, is clear 
from the images. 20 
For many applications, nanowires are harvested and to 
obtain sufficient (macro)scale quantities, harvesting is con-
ducted over length scales of many millimeters to even centi-
meters. Because of this, there is considerable potential for 
morphological heterogeneity. Removal from the substrate 25 
can introduce considerable artifacts. It can expose consider-
able undergrowth not apparent in a top-view SEM. 
Shown in FIG. 20 are two SEM images 2002 and 2004 
illustrating difficulties that can be associated with collection 
of nanowires. Though nascent material appears homoge- 30 
neous and uniform in SEM images taken prior to collection, 
collection can bring significant thatch. Pillars, tapered 
nanowires, short nanowires, and branched morphologies can 
all contribute to irregular contacts upon incorporation into 
sensor platforms. Even the removal of the nanowire from the 35 
substrate can bring a "base" comprised of substrate material. 
Without adequate purification, irregular objects can also be 
deposited. Image 2002 illustrates the varied morphologies 
that can be produced by harvesting nanowires grown by con-
trolled oxidation. Image 2004 shows the unsuitability to 40 
bridge opposing electrodes of these varied morphologies. 
FIG. 21 shows a series of SEM images 2102-2108 indicating 
the implications of these varied morphologies in connection 
with an interdigitated electrode pattern used as a sensor plat-
form. Images 2102 and 2104 show failure to bridge and 45 
multiple junction contacts between nanowires, image 2106 
shows suspended nanowires, and image 2108 demonstrates 
multiple bridging by a single nanowire. In contrast to the 
varying morphologies and complications shown in FIGS. 
20-21, FIG. 22 shows the bridging of single nanowires in 50 
parallel alignment, with each nanowire forming individual 
contacts across electrodes. FIG. 22 demonstrates that a com-
bination of spatially selective and careful harvesting, along 
with purification, can yield vastly improved uniformity. 
As is apparent from the foregoing discussion, integration 55 
entails more than simple dispersal. Using simple deposition, 
aggregation and pileups leading to poor contacts and multiple 
nanowire crossings and junctions occur, and poor contacts 
result. High dispersal is essential to successful integration. 
Congregation in regions of nonuniform E-field can result in 60 
multiple junctions and variable bridging. Nanowires may 
overlap, cross, and form multiple bridges across a series of 
electrodes if particularly long. The most common problem is 
the formation of overlapping nanowires that then bridge con-
tacts. Such physical contacts between nanowires are not 65 
mechanically rigid, thereby diminishing device stability. 
Poor connections with electrodes may result where a nanow- 
26 
ire by virtue of an elevation angle essentially "touches" the 
electrode. Apart from issues with device reproducibility, such 
contacts will degrade device performance over time. There is 
no straightforward "fix" for such irregular bridging by sec-
ondary photolithography or other processes. 
FIG. 23 is an SEM image illustrating concentrated collec-
tion of TiO2 nanowires by dielectrophoresis, acting preferen-
tially in the region of highest E-field gradient. This image 
shows that congregation occurs in areas of nonuniform 
E-field, illustrating positive dielectrophoresis. Similar 
nanowire-electrode contact and bridging problems may 
occur, as discussed above. However, with suitably dilute sus-
pensions and well-implemented purification according to 
aspects of the subject innovation, reasonably uniform dis-
persal may be achieved. Purification can permit uniform inte-
gration by disallowing numerous particles, chunks, and 
nanowire segments from interfering with contacts between 
opposing electrodes by bridging nanowires. FIG. 24 shows 
SEM images illustrating more homogeneous dispersion and 
alignment by Efield induced torque in concert with dielectro-
phoresis of harvested nanowires. 
Catalytic reaction sites were engineered into these nano-
structures by the addition of nanoparticles atop the nanowires 
or nanofibers in a "bottom-up" fabrication approach. 
Physical vapor deposition (PVD) was applied usingradiof-
requency-magnetron sputtering of various metal targets. A 
quartz crystal thickness monitor provided 0.1 mu deposition 
accuracy. With this control, individual particles were formed 
for effective "film thicknesses" of <1 mu, as verified by SEM. 
Catalyst deposition was applied after nanowires had been 
deposited upon the sensor platform. Electrical continuity 
checks of deposits upon reference substrates possessing only 
the interdigitated pattern showed no conductivity for deposits 
that were <2 nm in effective thickness. In some samples, 
deposition was applied after initial testing so as to quantify 
the gains using the catalyst nanoparticles relative to bare 
nanowires. 
FIG. 25 shows HRTEM images 2502 and 2504 of Pd 
deposited on SnO 2 nanowires. Again, the boxed number in 
image 2502 is a Miller index. As can be seen in images 2502 
and 2504 the catalyst particles are relatively uniform in size 
and shape. The very high magnification image, 2504, shows 
the single-crystal structure of the deposited catalyst. The lat-
tice planes of the nanowire extend to the surface, as seen in 
image 2502. With the appropriate focusing of the TEM instru-
ment, the crystallinity of the nanoparticles is apparent in 
image 2504. 
Gas testing was conducted in a test chamber connected to 
a gas-flow chamber. The sensor temperature was controlled 
by a heating element. Electrical contact was established with 
probes, voltages were applied across the interdigitated elec-
trodes and currents were measured using current-voltage 
instrumentation with dedicated data acquisition and software. 
A typical test comprised the sequential application of air, N 21  
0.5% H2 in N2, and terminated with air. 
Shown in FIG. 26 is the conductance versus time response 
at 200° C. of a Pd-coated SnO 2 nanowire sensor upon expo-
sure to 0.5 percent H 2 in N2 . The SnO2 nanowires were grown 
using the TEC method. The sensor's normalized response to 
the reducing gas was defined as the difference between the 
maximum and baseline conductivity normalized by the base-
line conductivity. The maximum as well as the baseline con-
ductivity value was obtained from averaged data in order to 
decrease noise sensitivity. 
The expression for gas-surface adsorption rate based on 
collision kinetics characterizes the adsorption of hydrogen on 
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the metal oxide surface (and reaction with pre-existing 
chemi-sorbed oxygen species), as shown in equation 8: 
6=[1-exp(-Kt)1 	 (8) 
where 0 is the fractional adsorbate coverage, K is the rate 
constant, and t is time in seconds. The rate constant K is 
defined by equation 9 as, 
K=KAPN 	 (9) 
where KA is the adsorption rate, P is the adsorbate partial 
pressure, and N is the number of adsorption sites. The current 
value of the waveform was rescaled from 0 to 1 in order to 
curve fit the function. FIG. 27 shows an example of a response 
curve fitted with the isotherm for a Pd-coated SnO 2 sensor to 
0.5% Hz in Nz . Before fitting, the response curve was baseline 
corrected and normalized to unity. 
The analysis described above presumes that the limiting 
step in the surface redox reaction(s) is the gas adsorption 
while the rates of surface diffusion (of either redox species) 
and the reaction(s) are comparatively fast. Physically, this 
analysis is valid, based upon chemisorbed oxygen species 
reacting and hence being removed as a reaction site. This is 
analogous to physical adsorption where available surface 
sites are consumed by occupancy during the formation of a 
monolayer. 
In general, three factors could influence the observed 
response rise time: gas-surface adsorption (and dissociation 
of adsorbing species), surface diffusion of (atomic or frag-
ment) species, and the actual redox reaction between such 
species. That such an analysis well describes rise times for 
SnO2 nanowires and nanofibers, with and without catalysts, 
supports the assumption that reaction between hydrogen (at-
oms) and chemisorbed oxygen is fast and consequently the 
reaction rate does not affect the observed temporal (conduc-
tivity) response. In other words, the catalyst does not change 
the model's fit to the observed time response, which it would 
if it affected the reaction rate between reducing gas (here 
H-atoms) and chemisorbed oxygen species. Therefore, the 
redox reaction and its rate must be independent of the cata-
lyst. Moreover, the increased response rate with catalysts (for 
both nanowires and nanofibers) compared to the noncatalyst 
system further implicates adsorption and dissociation as gov-
erning the observed response. This is consistent with Pd's 
well-known role as a catalyst causing dissociation of H z with 
H-atom spillover to the metal-oxide interface and surround-
ing oxide. 
A second possible contribution to the sensor response rate 
is surface diffusion of adsorbed (and dissociated) species. 
Again, the good agreement of the adsorption fit with experi-
mentally observed conductivity rise times suggests that sur-
face migration of species is not contributing to the observed 
response rates. If surface migration of species governed the 
response rate, a Vt dependence would be observed, reflecting 
a diffusion mechanism. Surface diffusion need not even occur 
in this simple adsorption/dissociation model. 
If gas adsorption governs the observed temporal response 
as the rate-limiting step, the effect of temperature is to facili-
tate dissociation of adsorbing species. This is because the 
only observation of gas adsorption is a change in SnO 2 con-
ductivity, the net result of the reaction between dissociated H z 
and chemisorbed oxygen species. Such dissociative chemi-
sorption can be described by a single step Arrhenius activa-
tion energy. 
The activation energy was determined from the tempera-
ture dependence on the rate constant. The Arrhenius equation 
is expressed in equation 10, 
K—Ae--K T 	 (lo)  
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where A is the pre-exponential, E a is the activation energy, T 
is the temperature, and K b is the Boltzmann constant. By 
plotting the natural logarithm of K versus inverse T and 
linearly fitting the data, E a was determined from the slope of 
5 the fit. 
For the sensors with SnO2 nanowires grown by TEC, the 
response magnitude and the response rate increased with 
increasing temperature. Substantial gains in response were 
realized with the deposition of 0.5 mu Pd catalyst, as illus- 
io trated by the best-fit quadratic curve, to highlight the response 
trend. FIG. 28 shows SnO2 nanowire sensor response versus 
temperature. Compared to the nascent SnO 2 nanowires at 
200° C. with a response gain of —5, Pd deposition brought a 
response gain of —500 at 200° C. and nearly 15 at 23° C., as 
15 shown in FIG. 28. In FIG. 28 and elsewhere, the filled circles 
represent results with the catalyst (Pd in FIG. 28), while the 
unfilled circle represents the results without the catalyst. 
Similarly, as seen in FIG. 29, which shows SnO 2 nanowire 
sensor response rate versus temperature, the nanowire sen- 
20 sor's response rate with Pd catalyst improved with increasing 
temperature and there was a response rate gain of nearly 
7-fold at 200° C. with catalyst as compared to nascent SnO 2 . 
Metal nanoparticles can promote catalytic dissociation of 
Hz with H-atom spillover to the metal-oxide interface, 
25 thereby facilitating reaction with chemisorbed oxygen in the 
interfacial region. With increasing temperature, H-atom 
migration via surface diffusion can extend further from the Pd 
nanoparticle and bring about greater removal of chemisorbed 
oxygen from the species. In other words, the zone of influence 
30 of the catalytic island is increased. If the conductivity change 
is limited to strictly a surface depletion region in the nanow-
ires, an increased diffusional distance with increasing tem-
perature would account for the sensitivity gains with tempera-
ture of the SnO 2 nanowires with Pd catalyst. Essentially, more 
35 chemisorbed oxygen species are accessible at elevated tem-
perature. Additionally, the reaction yield may be increased, as 
more reaction pairs can surmount the activation energy. 
As was the case for the sensors with SnO 2 nanowires grown 
by TEC, the response magnitude and the response rate for 
40 sensors with TiO2 nanowires formed via controlled oxidation 
increased with increasing temperature. Likewise, as shown 
by FIG. 30, which illustrates TiO2 nanowire sensor response 
versus time, substantial gains were realized with the deposi-
tion of 0.5-mu Pt catalyst, again as illustrated by the best-fit 
45 quadratic curve, to highlight the response trends. Again, and 
in subsequent Figures, the filled circle indicates results 
obtained with the catalyst, and the unfilled circle those 
obtained without. As shown in FIG. 30, the catalyst yielded 
approximately a 100-fold increased response and nearly a 
50 10-fold increase in response rate at 200° C. Notably, the Pt 
catalyst enabled operation at ambient temperature with the 
same response level as the nascent TiO 2 showed at 200° C. 
More generally, as seen in FIG. 31, illustrating TiO2 nanowire 
sensor response rate versus temperature, Pt nanoparticles 
55 catalysts yielded an increased sensitivity and increased tem-
poral response with temperature. Even at ambient tempera-
ture, the temporal response was dramatically improved rela-
tive to the nascent material (at 200° C.) by nearly a factor of 
4. 
60 	 For the sensors with SnO 2 nanofibers formed by electro- 
spinning, the temperature dependence on the response mag-
nitude was reversed as compared to that of the sensor with 
SnO2 nanowires grown by TEC. As demonstrated by the 
results shown in FIG. 32, which shows SnO 2 nanofiber sensor 
65 response versus temperature, the response magnitude 
decreased with increasing temperature. However, FIG. 33, 
illustrating the SnO2 response rate versus temperature, shows 
TABLE 1 
Material 
Normalized 
Response 
Rate constant, 
S-1 
Activation energy, 
 kJ/mol 
TiOz/Pt 4.08 x 10 1 2.23 x 10 z 7.1 
TiO2/Pd 1.5 3.13 x 10 2 N/A° 
Sn02/Pt 1.04 x 10 5 2.27 x 10 z 4.7 
Sn02/Pd 4.68 x 102 5.10 x 10 z 17.7 
ZnO/Pt 1.90 x 10 1 1.80 x 10 z N/A° 
ZnO/Pd 2.21 x 10 1 7.00 x 10-3 3.3 
°Insufficient data 
FIG. 34 shows a comparison between a Ti0 2 nanowire with 
a Pt catalyst at 3402 and Sn0 2 with a Pt catalyst at 3404. 
Sensors based upon these materials differ dramatically in 
their response. As seen by comparing graphs 3402 and 3404, 
the Sn02/Pt system exhibited nearly a 2500-fold greater nor-
malized response. The response rates were nearly identical, as 
shown in Table 1 above. This latter feature is due to the 
presence of Pt as the common catalyst. It confirms the 
response difference as being due to the metal oxide. Multiple 
factors contributed to the greater response for Sn0 21 includ-
ing: a more reactive chemisorbed oxygen species, greater 
chemisorbed species concentration, more mobile/reactive 
lattice oxygen, and a more polarized interface with the Pt 
catalyst. 
FIG. 35 illustrates a comparison between Sn0 2 with Pt as 
the catalyst in graph 3502, and Sn0 2 with Pd as the catalyst in 
graph 3504. Although Pd has been considered a superior 
catalyst for H 2 sensing because of its ability to dissolve hydro-
gen in the form of H-atoms at ambient temperature, Pt was 
found to be superior the superior catalyst upon the Sn0 2 
nanowires in FIG. 35. At 200° C., it yielded a 200-fold greater 
response than the corresponding Sn0 2 nanowires sensitized 
with Pd catalyst. In fact, these responses were comparable in 
magnitude to the electrospun nanofiber with Pd catalyst at 
100° C. and 10-fold greater at 200° C. The rates, shown in 
Table 1, were faster by roughly a factor of 2. Interestingly, 
despite the greater response, for Sn0 21 the Pt catalyzed rate is 
only — 1/2 that of the Pd catalyzed system at 200° C., as seen in 
Table 1. 
These results show that there is strong interaction between 
the catalyst and oxide nanostructure for Sn0 2 . Both the Sn02/ 
Pt and Sn02/Pd systems exhibited the trend common to 
nanowires with increasing response magnitude and temporal 
rate with increasing temperature. Such a trend is consistent 
with catalytic dissociative adsorption governing the reaction 
rate, as discussed above. For the same deposition conditions, 
similar dispersions should be realized for each catalyst. 
Therefore, while the rate suggests which catalyst was more 
active, the response magnitude (for the same oxide, nanostru-
cure and gas exposure conditions) reflects the increased reac-
tivity of the chemisorbed oxygen as facilitated by the catalyst. 
FIG. 36 shows a comparison between Sn0 2 with Pd as the 
catalyst in graph 3602 and ZnO with Pd as the catalyst in 
graph 3604. Synthesis of ZnO, as discussed above, is straight-
forward and yields single-crystal morphologies. This mate-
rial afforded an opportunity to further test a different single 
crystal, and its response relative to the Sn0 2 nanowires. The 
Sn02/Pd system, shown in graph 3602, responded by a factor 
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case, the metal nanoparticle sources H-atoms by the well-
known spillover effect. The metal oxide supplies oxygen 
atoms through chemisorbed species. Both processes can be 
activated by temperature. Together both processes comprise 
5 the coupled redox reactions between reducing species and 
oxidizing (chemisorbed) oxygen. 
There are several aspects that may explain the enormous 
response relative to the nanowire-based sensors. First, the 
potential barrier modulation between the grains of a nanofiber 
acted to amplify the resistance change in the presence of H z . 10 
Although the nanofiber was comparable in diameter to the 
nanowire, its open porosity and more exposed volumetric 
surface area likely facilitated chemisorptions processes 
throughout the nanofiber. Both carrier concentration and 
mobility were then modulated in the majority of particles. 15 
The constituent particle size of the nanofiber would permit the 
depletion layer to extend throughout the particle volumetri-
cally, thereby avoiding conducting shorts in parallel with the 
near-surface layer as can be common for thick film materials. 
The nanowire morphology is not necessarily the limiting 20 
form of a polycrystalline chain as suggested by comparison of 
equations 5 and 6. 
The temperature dependence on the response magnitude 
can be explained by considering the temperature effect on the 
adsorbed oxygen. Higher operating temperature will increase 25 
reaction rates but may lower response by removing phys-
isorbed species and possibly some fraction of chemisorbed 
oxygen such as O z (or transforming them into more strongly 
adsorbed species such as 0). Notably, this transformation 
begins at —150° C. The result is a lower baseline resistance 30 
and a decreased dynamic response. Tests at higher tempera-
ture support this interpretation by a further diminishing 
response. 
A comparison of the above results indicates that the 
decreased sensitivity response with temperature of the 35 
nanofibers with Pd catalyst is not apparently operative for the 
nanowires with Pd catalyst, where instead response gains are 
observed. Part of the reason for this is that varied crystallo-
graphic surfaces presented by the nanofiber's polycrystalline 
structure coupled with porosity may increase chemisorbed 40 
oxygen loss (or again their transformation to O) with increas-
ing temperature. This effect, coupled with no gain in surface 
accessibility to migrating H-atoms with increasing tempera-
ture can account for the declining response with temperature. 
Based on the above results, increased reactivity of chemi- 45 
sorbed oxygen species was not comparable relative to these 
considerations. In contrast, for the nanowire, the increased 
number of chemisorbed oxygen sites accessible by surface 
diffusion with increasing temperature could outweigh their 
decreased surface concentration (and/or reactivity) at the 50 
moderate temperature of 200° C. Finally, the reciprocal 
migration of chemisorbed oxygen species towards the metal-
oxide interface can also be a contributing factor to the 
observed response magnitudes. 
Single-crystal metal oxide nanowires exposing uniform 55 
crystal surfaces without grain boundaries or defects were 
used for comparative measurements of metal oxides and cata-
lysts. Junction effects and their potential interaction with 
catalyst nanoparticles were avoided. Four comparisons, each 
at 200° C., are summarized in the following results. 60 
Tests with the same metal oxide but different catalyst pro-
vided a measure of the catalyst activity. Tests between differ-
ent metal oxides with the same catalyst provided a measure of 
the oxide reactivity. Analysis results are summarized in Table 
1 below, which compares the normalized responses and rate 65 
constants forthe indicatedmetal oxide, catalyst systems oper-
ating at 200'C. upon exposure to 0.5 percent H 2 in N2 . In each 
that the response rate increased with temperature. As in all 
other cases, there were substantial gains with the deposition 
of Pd catalyst, as illustrated by the best-fit quadratic curves. 
The magnitude of the response was enormous compared to 
the sensor with SnOz nanowires, a 104-fold difference at 23° 
C., for example. 
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of 20-fold greater than the ZnO/Pd system of graph 3604, 	 Potentially, the size and composition of the nanoparticles can 
with a 7-fold faster rate at 200° C., as seen in Table 1 above. 	 be used to tailor both sensitivity and selectivity. By selection 
At 100° C., the SnO2/Pd response magnitude was roughly 70 	 of material composition, physical form (nanowire versus 
times greater than the ZnO/Pd, but only about 1.5 times as 	 nanofiber, each of which offer very different crystallinity), 
fast. These differences illustrate the relative inertness of ZnO, 5 and nanoparticles (noble metals, e.g., Pt and Pd), the adsorp- 
since the Zn cation does not exhibit variable oxidation states, 	 tion sites and energies of the nanostructured element may be 
as does SnO2 and other oxides. The results suggested that the 	 tailored towards specific gases to the exclusion of common 
ZnO material produced here possessed comparatively few 	 interferents. 
defects. Its response magnitude also increased with increas- 	 For the sensing elements described above, the activation 
ing operating temperature. The same factors as listed for the io energies were determined and are listed in Table 1, with the 
SnO2/Pt system above are considered applicable here. The 	 exception of TiO2/Pd and ZnO/Pt, as indicated in Table 1. In 
response rate for ZnO/Pd declines with temperature. One 	 general, the activation energy represents a global average of a 
possible explanation for this is transformation and/or loss of 	 multistep mechanism. Among the more identifiable steps are 
chemisorbed oxygen species. As with the other nanowire and 
	
H2 dissociation, surface atom migration (either H-atom or 
catalyst combinations, the response magnitude increased 15 surface/lattice oxygen species), and reaction. The extent to 
with operating temperature, consistent with catalytic disso- 	 which the overall activation energy represents each of these 
ciation and/or activation of chemisorbed oxygen species. 	 steps can be seen by comparison of the activation energy for 
Based on the above comparisons, SnO 2 was clearly the 	 single-crystal metal oxide nanowires with and without cata- 
more active oxide material compared to TiO 2 and ZnO, for 	 lyst. However, the activation energies for the nascent metal 
nanowires of each of these materials. Comparison of Pd and 20 oxide nanowires without catalyst were not available because 
Pt catalysts across these oxides indicates that Pt was the more 	 of the lack of sensor response at the lower temperatures. This 
active catalyst for H 2 . Results with Pd upon electro spun mate- 	 fact reinforces that the deposition of metal nanoparticles as 
rial demonstrate the importance of oxide nanostructure. 	 catalysts is clearly advantageous as it can allow lower tem- 
Based on the above results and analysis, the catalyst/oxide 	 perature operation, which, in turn, can reduce the power 
combination is best considered as a coupled system. Tests for 25 requirement and extends the lifetime of the sensor. From the 
identification of the best catalyst or oxide can include nano- 	 discussion above, the fact that catalyst nanoparticles 
structure as a consideration to the extent that surface and 
	
improved the sensor response time at 200° C. indicates that 
lattice defects contribute to conductivity and reactivity, and 	 the rate-limiting step is most likely the H 2 dissociation, as the 
synthesis methods are also a relevant consideration. 	 catalyst provided an alternative reaction path for this step. 
The above results highlight the synergy of catalyst with 30 	 FIG. 37 shows the current response against time and volt- 
metal oxide nanostructure. Catalysts can contribute to an 	 age of a MWCNT sensor to various gases at room tempera- 
enhanced sensitivity response via an electronic or chemical 	 ture. Current against time at IV is shown in graph 3702. The 
contribution. Electronically, the metal can remove electron 	 sensor was exposed to air, nitrogen, 0.5% hydrogen in nitro- 
density from the metal oxide by virtue of its electronegativity. 	 gen (hydrogen/nitrogen), followed by air for 5 minute time 
With reduced charge carrier concentration and mobility, the 35 intervals. The process was then repeated, with propylene 
metal oxide is thereby sensitized to reducing gases. Alterna- 	 (C3 H6) in nitrogen (propylene/nitrogen) in place of the 
tively, the metal nanoparticle can actively catalyze the 	 hydrogen/nitrogen. The data shown in graph 3702 indicates 
decomposition of adsorbates such as H 2 molecules. The 	 that the sensor established a baseline in air with minimal 
resulting H-atoms will undergo "spillover" to the oxide, react 	 response to nitrogen, and a decrease in current (p-type 
with either chemisorbed or lattice oxygen and release charge 4o response) upon exposure to hydrogen. There was no response 
to the semiconductor resulting in an increased conductivity. 	 to propylene/nitrogen. The effective resistance of the sensor 
The relative contributions will depend upon the catalyst, 	 at IV was seen to be on the order of magnitude of 1000 ohms 
reducing gas and operating temperature. 	 (10006x). Graph 3704 shows the current against voltage 
Also apparent from the above results is that catalyst nano- 	 response of the sensor from the range of —5V to 5V As shown 
particles substantially improved sensor time constants rela-  45 in graph 3704, the sensor response was predominantly ohmic 
tive to the nascent oxide. This is a clear indication that they 	 below IV with deviations from that behavior above 2V. 
provide abypass to the rate-limiting step, namely dissociation 	 FIG. 38 shows the current response against time and volt- 
of the reducing gas. Beyond this, the temporal response of the 	 age of a SnO 2 sensor to various gases at a temperature of 400° 
sensor with temperature is the convolution of several com- 	 C. Graph 3802 shows the current against time response at IV 
peting factors. First, the form of chemisorbed oxygen species 5o A strong response of the SnO 2 sensor to hydrogen and pro- 
changes with temperature; below —150° C., it is 0 2 ... , 	 pylene can be seen in graph 3802, with a current response that 
between —150 to 300° C., O .... and above —300° C., 0 2 . 	 was two and three orders of magnitude larger than the air 
Second, the concentration of weakly absorbed chemisorbed 
	
baseline upon hydrogen/nitrogen and propylene/nitrogen 
species will decrease with increasing temperature. Third, the 	 exposure, respectively. Graph 3802 shows that the sensor 
catalytic dissociation rate of H 2 upon the catalyst Pd nano- 55 established a baseline in air with minimal response to nitro- 
particles and associated H-atom spillover will increase. In 	 gen, and a strong increase in current upon exposure to hydro- 
this more reactive form, reaction of reducing species with 	 gen/nitrogen (consistent with n-type response). After the 
chemisorbed oxygen will occur more rapidly and at lower 	 exposure to hydrogen/nitrogen, there was a small change in 
temperatures than in the absence of the catalysts. Fourth, the 	 the baseline, followed by a minimal response to nitrogen, and 
migration distance for chemisorbed species along both sur-  6o a strong increase in current upon exposure to propylene/ 
faces increases. 	 nitrogen, but notably smaller than that for hydrogen/nitrogen. 
Of the above four factors, factors one and two could slow 	 Comparing FIG. 38 with FIG. 37 shows a significant contrast 
the response rate, while factors three and four will increase 	 between the response of the SnO 2 and MWCNT sensors, as 
the response rate. More strongly absorbed chemisorbed spe- 	 may be expected given the chemical differences between 
cies with lower concentrations will slow the surface redox 65 carbon and oxide materials. 
reaction rates. Conversely, faster reactant diffusion and gen- 	 Additionally, some experiments examined the behavior of 
eration (H-atoms) will increase the surface reaction rates. 	 SnO2 nanowires prepared via electrophoresis on Pt elec- 
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trodes, but without a top layer to form buried electrical con-
tacts between the nanostructure and the electrodes. Such a 
sensor showed a diminished response at 400° C. compared to 
lower temperatures, which may be due to a degradation of 
electrical contacts. In contrast, the results of FIG. 38 show a 
continued strong response at 400° C., and comparison with 
data at 300° C. for the same sensor (not shown) indicates 
sensor response did not decrease as the temperature increased 
from 300° C. to 400° C., indicating that burying the contacts 
can improve sensor performance. 
Graph 3804 shows the current against voltage (I-V) curves 
associated with the SnO, sensor used to obtain the results of 
FIG. 38. These curves demonstrate the continuity of the sen-
sor electrical contact and significant differences between the 
I-V curves for air, hydrogen/nitrogen, and propylene/nitro-
gen. The absolute value of the current against voltage was 
plotted from —5V to 5V. The current for hydrogen/nitrogen 
was the largest, with nearly 2 orders of magnitude of response 
compared with a near order of magnitude response to propy-
lene/nitrogen above the air baseline consistent across the 
voltage range. The I-V curves also show an asymmetry 
between the positive and negative voltages, with large current 
at negative bias. Asymmetry in I-V curves were also noted for 
nanostructures with unburied contacts. 
Discussion of Results 
As explained above, nanostructures forms of metal oxide 
semiconducting materials provide a variety of benefits over 
other structures, for reasons including size, surface area rela-
tive to depletion depth, stability, and sensitivity. However, 
very different nanostructures exist, either single-crystal or 
polycrystalline, each with their own considerations, as dis-
cussed above: the unknown defect density of single-crystal 
nanowires, and the variable response of junction potentials of 
the polycrystalline nanofiber. 
These different forms of one-dimensional morphology 
sensing elements can require very different fabrication and 
integration processes for commercial sensing devices. Elec-
trospinning can offer direct deposition, composition control, 
and potentially a very reactive surface reflecting the polycrys-
tallinity of the material. Precursors can be expensive, and 
calcinationwill involve the entire substrate. TEC-synthesized 
nanowires can offer uniform crystal surfaces, resistance to 
sintering, and their synthesis may be done apart from the 
substrate. However, with higher crystalline perfection, poten-
tially fewer chemisorption sites may exist, resulting in lower 
sensitivity and dynamic range. Electrospun nanofibers can 
offer a dry fabrication process on the sensor chip apart from 
the sol-gel plus polymer precursor solution. TEC nanowires 
can require liquid phase deposition as a washcoat and perhap s 
an additional binder such as a sol-gel solution. A consider-
ation is that the substrate temperature can elevates, as with 
TEC, unless collection with subsequent dispersal and depo-
sition is applied. Also, while individual particles may be 
singlecrystalline, the film will necessarily be polycrystalline. 
Thus, fewer chemisorption sites and susceptibility to sinter-
ing may result. Controlled oxidation can offer a synthesis 
route for nanowires of materials not readily accessible via a 
TEC approach, for example, refractory oxides such as Fe 2031  
W03 , Ti021 M0031  etc. However, the method can be 
extremely sensitive to both the nascent metal grain structure 
and process conditions, in particular, the oxidizer concentra-
tion. Potential complications can arise in both harvesting and 
purification, given the adhesion strength of the nanowires to 
the supporting (oxidized) metal substrate. 
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As seen in the above results, nascent materials without 
catalyst exhibited divergent responses. The TEC-produced 
nanowire response was very low, even at the operating tem-
perature of 200° C. In contrast, the nanofiber response was 
5 high (-500), suggesting that junction potentials are superior 
to a continuous surface depletion layer as a transduction 
mechanism for chemisorption. Using a catalyst deposited 
upon the surface in the form of nanoparticles, yielded dra-
matic gains in sensitivity for both nanostructured one-dimen- 
io sional forms. For the nanowire materials, the response mag-
nitude and response rate uniformly increased with increasing 
operating temperature. Such changes can be interpreted in 
terms of accelerated surface diffusional processes, yielding 
greater access to chemisorbed oxygen species and faster dis- 
15 sociative chemisorption, respectively. 
Conversely, the normalized response of the nanofibers with 
catalyst decreased with increasing temperature, being the 
highest at ambient, 23° C. This decreasing response can be 
interpreted as reflecting the open porosity created by the 
20 polycrystalline structure of the nanofiber in conjunction with 
its small radius. Adsorbates can access all exposed surfaces 
already at ambient temperature. Accessible surface area, as 
nominally governed by diffusional processes, did not 
increase with increasing temperature. Rather, with increasing 
25 temperature, chemisorbed oxygen species may be lost (des-
orbed) and/or transformed into more strongly chemisorbed 
species, thereby accounting for the decreasing response with 
increasing temperature. Nevertheless, the temporal response 
of the electrospun nanofibers improved with operating tem- 
30 perature, reflecting faster dissociation of adsorbing hydrogen. 
Regardless of operating temperature, sensitivity of the 
nanofibers was a factor of 10 to 100 greater than that of 
nanowires with the same catalyst for the same test condition. 
Based on these differing results, nanostructure can be critical 
35 to governing the reactivity, as measured by electrical resis-
tance of Sn0 2 towards reducing gases. With regards to the 
sensitivity of the different nascent nanostructures, the elec-
trospun nanofibers provided more favorable results. 
For both morphological forms, catalyst nanoparticles were 
4o necessary to produce a high response amplitude, but their 
effect was strongly moderated by the metal oxide nanostruc-
ture. Significantly, the Pd catalyst enabled operation at ambi-
ent temperature. In concert with Pd catalyst, the polycrystal-
line nanostructure of the electrospinning-produced 
45 nanofibers for gas sensing was superior to the singlecrystal 
TEC-produced nanowires in the experimental results dis-
cussed above for Pd as the catalyst. As indicated above, test-
ing of Sn02 nanowires with Pt as catalyst has shown either 
comparable or superior responses compared to the nanofibers 
50 with Pd catalyst, suggesting that the nanostructure of the 
metal oxide couples strongly. 
Comparisons of polycrystalline and single crystalline 
materials (e.g., comparisons between materials produced via 
electrospinning and CVD or TEC) in experimental results as 
55 discussed above demonstrate that grain structure (i.e., grain 
boundaries) control material sensing properties. For one-di-
mensional nanostructures (e.g., the nanowires and nanofibers 
used to obtain the experimental results above), the grain struc-
ture is equivalent to the grain size. Two and three dimensional 
60 nanostructures, such as in thin or thick films, can be used for 
liquid or gas sensing and can be made from one dimensional 
elements. 
Because of the effect of grain structure on material sensing 
properties, control over grain structure can be highly desir- 
65 able. Control over grain structure through synthesis can be 
difficult to control due to the size or length scale involved, and 
can lead to undesirable results. 
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However, in aspects of the present innovation, other meth-
ods can be used to control the grain structure by applying a 
sufficient force to larger grains in order to form grains of a 
desired size. Various methods can be employed to apply such 
a force. For example, this force can be generated by light, by 5 
sound, hydrodynamically, by mechanical impact, or ther-
mally. Specific examples include sonication (e.g., via horn or 
bath ultrasound), mechanical grinding, impaction (e.g., as 
assisted by air or liquid processes), light-induced breakup, 
rapid thermal shock, or other physical processes. 10 
By controlling grain structure as explained above, material 
properties can be selected for. Additionally, this can be 
employed in conjunction with other aspects of the subject 
innovation, for example, it can optionally be combined with 
selecting varying lengths of nanostructures based on the 15 
response to AC frequency, in order to facilitate selective 
manipulation of nanostructures at one or more points on the 
pattern of bottom electrodes. Additionally, because two and 
three dimensional nanonstructures can be composed of one 
dimensional nanostructure elements, the properties of two 20 
and three dimensional nanostructures (e.g., thin or thick 
films) can be controlled via the grain size of the one dimen-
sional elements they are composed of. 
Systems and methods of the subject innovation allow for 
microfabrication of devices incorporating nanostructures. 25 
One potential use is microfabrication of nanostructure sen-
sors, which could have applications include emissions moni-
toring, engine monitoring, security, fire detection, EVA appli-
cations, personal health monitoring, and environmental 
monitoring. The resulting sensors can be used in applications 30 
where presently micro sensors are used, but the use of nano-
structured materials can improve sensor system capabilities. 
Additionally, these systems and methods can be applied in 
a wide range of contexts beyond sensors. For example, dis-
persing metal oxide semiconductors using standard photo - 35 
lithographic techniques can allow for ease of integration of 
the nanostructure into thin films for conductive coatings 
requiring electrical connections. Another example is to poten-
tially replace fluor-doped SnO 2 (FTO) used as anode backing 
in bulk heterojunction solar cells. Moreover, the systems and 40 
methods described herein are compatible with low tempera-
ture, thin film supports, such as flexible backings for electron-
ics. 
Additionally, numerous other applications exist, as the sys-
tems and methods described herein can be used to incorporate 45 
nanostructures into microdevices in a reliable and reproduc-
ible manner irrespective of the ultimate application. Thus, 
systems and methods in accordance with the subject innova-
tion can be employed in fabricating microdevices incorporat-
ing nanostructures for substantially any application in which 50 
such microdevices could be used. Additionally, while specific 
examples and uses of the techniques and systems described 
herein have been noted, it is to be understood that alternative  
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embodiments exist. These alternatives are to be included 
within the scope of this specification and claims appended 
hereto. 
In other words, what has been described above includes 
examples of the innovation. It is, of course, not possible to 
describe every conceivable combination of components or 
methodologies for purposes of describing the subject innova-
tion, but one of ordinary skill in the art may recognize that 
many further combinations and permutations of the innova-
tion are possible. Accordingly, the innovation is intended to 
embrace all such alterations, modifications and variations that 
fall within the spirit and scope of the appended claims. Fur-
thermore, to the extent that the term "includes" is used in 
either the detailed description or the claims, such term is 
intended to be inclusive in a manner similar to the term 
"comprising" as "comprising" is interpreted when employed 
as a transitional word in a claim. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of creating a microstructure incorporating 
nanotechnology, comprising: 
forming a pattern of bottom electrodes on a substrate of the 
microstructure, wherein one or more regions of the pat-
tern of bottom electrodes has a relatively high electric 
field gradient; 
applying a suspension of nanostructures in a photoresist to 
the microstructure; 
creating at least one aligned nanostructure via performing 
dielectrophoresis on the suspension of nanostructures in 
the photoresist 
exposing the photoresist and 
creating a top electrode deposition that covers both the 
nanostructure and the pattern of bottom electrodes. 
2. The method of claim 1, wherein the one or more regions 
form a pattern with a sawtoothed design. 
3. The method of claim 1, further comprising forming a 
pattern of top electrodes that buries one or more contacts of 
the at least one aligned nanostructure. 
4. The method of claim 1, wherein the nanostructures com-
prise at least one of a metal oxide, a chemically reactive metal, 
an alloy of palladium, platinum, gold or silver, or a carbon-
based material. 
5. The method of claim 1, wherein the electrodes comprise 
at least one of platinum, gold, palladium, copper, rhodium, 
silver, titanium, or tungsten, or an alloy thereof. 
6. The method of claim 1, wherein the photoresist is used 
for further processing of the microstructure. 
7. The method of claim 1, wherein the substrate comprises 
at least one of silicon, silicon carbide, silicon dioxide, silicon 
on insulator, gallium nitride, aluminum oxide, quartz, sap-
phire, germanium, gallium arsenide, an alloy of silicon and 
germanium, indium phosphide, or an insulator coated metal. 
